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SURVEYS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
I. EVALUATION OF METROPOLITAN TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Introduction 
One purpose of this study was to assess how well Metropolitan Technical 
Community College is performing its mission of meeting the public's need for 
vocational education. This was measured, in part, by conducting a survey 
of the general public in each of the four counties the College serves, as 
well as the immediate neighborhood around each of its current or proposed 
campuses. 
The second purpose of this study, to be discussed partially in the 
next chapter of this report, was to determine the vocational education 
needs and the continuing education interests of the respondents in these 
samples. 
The measurement of the public's evaluation of Metro Tech will be dis-
cussed in three sections focusing upon a) recommendation of Metro Tech 
for technical or vocational courses, b) rating the College's service in 
meeting the public's needs, and c) the public's awareness of the mission, 
services, and locations of Metro Tech. 
A. Recommending Metropolitan Technical Community College 
Metropolitan Technical Community College was viewed very favorably by 
residents in the four-county area it serves. In three of the four counties 
sampled, Metro Tech was the school most likely to be recommended as the 
place to take technical or vocational courses. For example, almost half 
(48%) of the Douglas County respondents named Metro; the second most fre-
quently named school was UNO with only 6%. Only 2%of the respondents in 
Douglas County named another technical community college. Metro was named 
by 86% of the Douglas County residents who recommended a school. See Table 1. 
Metro Tech was almost as popular in Sarpy County where 42% named Metro 
compared to only 8% for the second most frequently recommended school--
Bellevue College. In Washington County 25% of the respondents named Metro; 
Southeast Tech at Milford was its closest competitor with only 10% of the 
respondents recommending it. 
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TA8LE.1. 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF SCHOOL FOR TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL COURSES 
Dodge Douglas Sarpy Washington 
(N=301 I (N=286) (N=334) (N=300) 
N %A %8 N %A %8 N %A %8 N %A %8 
MTCC 42 14 28 137 48 86 141 42 73 76 25 50 
Other Community Colleges 90 30 61 7 2 4 11 3 6 39 13 26 
Other Schools 53 18 36 36 13 23 73 22 38 72 24 48 
No Recommendation 154 51 127 44 141 42 149 50 
Elkhorn Southwest Fort Omaha South Omaha 
(N=105) (N=100) I N=100) (N=100) 
%A %8 %A %B %A %B %A %8 
MTCC 70% 92% 50% 89% 32% 76% 23% 74% 
Other Community Colleges 9% 11% 1% 2% 1% 2% 
Other Schools 7% 9% 7% 13% 13% 31% 12% 39% 
No Recommendation 25% 44% 58% 69% 
*Percents do not add to 100% because multiple responses were recorded. 
%A "' % of total respondents 
%8 =%of respondents recommending a school 
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Dodge County was the single exception to this pattern of popularity. 
There 14% of the respondents named Metro, but 21% named Southeast Tech at 
Milford. Several other technical community colleges were also noted. 
The samples of neighborhoods in a two-mile area around each of the current 
or proposed campuses indicated some variation within Douglas and Sarpy 
Counties. The sample around the future Elkhorn campus was most favorable 
with 70% of the respondents naming Metro. Half (50%) of the respondents 
around the Southwest campus recommended Metro, but the proportions were only 
32% and 23% in the Fort Omaha and South Omaha areas. In three of the four 
campus areas the school recommended second most frequently was UNO which 
had 4-5% naming it. In the Elkhorn area Milford was the runner-up to Metro 
but with only 8% naming it. 
All of the respondents who recommended Metro Tech did so spontaneously 
in response to an open-ended question: "Now I'd like to ask you a few 
questions about some of the schools in the area. If a friend or relative 
asked you for advice on where to take technical or vocational courses, are 
there any schools you would suggest? Which ones?" Metro Tech's name had not 
been mentioned in any of the earlier questions or in the introduction. 
Clearly, therefore, Metro's reputation as the school in which to take 
technical or vocational courses is well-established, but further efforts in 
behalf of Metro Tech need to be undertaken in Dodge County to overcome 
Milford's reputation as the school for technical training. 
Some respondents were more likely than others to recommend Metro Tech. 
An examination of several variables indicated some patterns were common in 
all four county samples. 
Variables Affecting Recommendation of Metro 
Education. In each of the four county samples, those with the least 
formal education (less than a high school diploma) were also least likely to 
recommend Metro. This might reflect a lack of knowledge and/or interests in 
post-secondary education, as this group was also the least likely to be 
able to recommend any school for vocational or technical training. In 
contrast, the patterns in three of the four counties indicated that those 
with the most education (a college degree) were most likely to recommend 
Metro. Douglas County was the ~xception to this pattern. For example, in 
Sarpy County only 17% of those who had not completed high school recommended 
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Metro compared to 54% of those who had been graduated from college. Even in 
Douglas County, those with at least some college education were more likely 
to recommend Metro than those without any college experience. See Table 2. 
The data also indicated that those currently enrolled in a class were 
more likely to recommend Metro than those not enrolled. For example, in 
Washington County 55% of those currently enrolled in some class recommended 
Metro compared to 23% of those not enrolled. 
Similarly, those not currently enrolled in classes but who were interested 
in taking college or vocational/technical classes within three years were 
more likely to recommend Metro than those not interested in this type of 
formal education. For instance, in Dodge County 29% of those not attending 
classes currently but interested in future training recommended Metro 
compared to only 9% of those not interested. Again, those without interest 
in such courses in the near future were more likely not to recommend any 
school (e.g., in Dodge County 58% of those not attending and not interested 
in attending did not recommend any school, compared to 33% of those interested 
in attending). 
Income. Generall~ those with higher incomes were more likely than 
those with lower incomes to recommend Metro. For example, in Sarpy County 
50% of those reporting earnings of $15,000 or more recommended Metro 
compared to 29% of those reporting incomes under $15,000. 
Age. Generally, no consistent pattern was found relating age and recom-
mendation of Metro Tech. A tendency occurred in three of the four counties 
for the oldest age group (60 and over) to be the least likely to recommend 
Metro (Sarpy County was an exception to this trend), but the age group most 
likely to recommend Metro varied in each county sample. In Douglas County 
those who were 20-24 were most likely (66%) to recommend Metro. However, 
in Sarpy County this age group was least likely to recommend Metro, and 
the 25-29-year-olds were most likely to do so. In Dodge County the 30-39-
year-olds (28%), and in Washington County the 40-49-year-olds (35%) were 
most likely to do so. Similarly, the campus samples demonstrated no con-
sistent pattern. 
Sex. A significantly different response pattern for men and women was 
found only in Washington County where the proportion of women recommending 
Metro was almost twice as much as the proportion of men recommending Metro 
(29% and 15%, respectively). In the other three counties, the differences 
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TABLE 2 
CC FOR TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL COURSES (COUNTY SAMPLES) 
Douglas Sarpy 
~commend Recommend 
ther Than No Recom- Recommend Other Than No Recom-
MTCC mehdatio·n Totals MTCC MTCC mendation Totals 
--- ---
Jo. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
B 
7 
7 
19 
7 51 
10 21 
9 34 
14 13 
7 114 
4 44 
9 71 
10 6 
15 8 
6 27 
7 25 
19 
12 8 
8 33 
12 33 
6 94 
68 28 100 
46 112 100 
31 67 99 
45 76 100 
6 17 
45 41 
39 41 
51 54 
11 
11 
18 
12 
30 44 101 35 51 8 
47 242 100 106 40 44 
54 81 100 28 29 17 
39 182 100 106 50 31 
32 22 101 7 39 3 
20 41 101 3 12 3 
53 51 100 34 52 9 
45 56 100 46 45 11 
48 40 101 29 46 10 
31 26 101 15 39 11 
66 50 100 7 35 5 
41 81 100 57 39 27 
46 205 100 84 45 25 
31 
10 
19 
13 
18 51 35 99 
54 49 110 100 
37 39 94 99 
31 33 94 100 
12 26 
17 115 
17 53 
14 77 
17 8 
12 20 
14 23 
11 45 
16 24 
29 12 
25 8 
18 63 
13 78 
38 69 101 
43 265 100 
54 98 100 
36 214 100 
44 18 100 
77 26 101 
35 66 101 
44 102 100 
38 63 100 
32 38 100 
40 20 100 
43 147 100 
42 187 100 
Washington 
Recommend 
Recommend Other Than No Recom-
MTCC MTCC mendation Totals 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
7 
35 
12 
22 
11 
65 
18 
57 
4 
3 
4 
26 
18 
16 
5 
12 
63 
15 
25 
25 
38 
55 
23 
18 
33 
29 
14 
12 
33 
35 
33 
10 
15 
29 
8 
35 
15 
15 
1 
74 
25 
46 
5 
9 
10 
19 
7 
13 
12 
31 
43 
17 
25 
31 
26 
33 
70 
21 
21 
5 8 
26 141 
26 55 
26 72 
36 5 
43 9 
30 19 
24 35 
14 26 
27 19 
23 35 
39 36 
20 112 
69 48 101 
50 140 100 
44 48 100 
36 58 100 
40 20 100 
50 280 99 
56 98 100 
41 175 100 
36 14 101 
43 21 100 
58 33 100 
44 80 101 
51 51 100 
40 48 100 
67 52 100 
46 79 100 
51 218 100 
7 26 35 75 101 52 49 13 12 42 39 107 100 18 34 16 30 19 36 53 100 
7 88 52 168 100 54 34 31 20 73 46 158 100 47 21 58 26 122 54 227 101 
7 68 
9 29 
6 43 
9 84 
7 96 
12 30 
9 10 
6 46 
11 7 
6 30 
10 18 
8 45 
5 13 
33 208 101 122 
66 44 100 18 
32 133 100 75 
55 153 100 66 
38 251 101 141 
88 34 100 
21 47 100 29 
35 133 100 70 
39 18 100 9 
32 94 100 76 
58 31 100 14 
40 113 100 64 
21 62 100 27 
61 
26 
57 
33 
52 
76 
61 
47 
63 
41 
50 
48 
28 
13 
23 
29 
41 
11 
4 
14 
1 
14 
8 
24 
6 
14 50 
19 38 
17 34 
14 107 
15 88 
17 53 
11 5 
12 31 
5 9 
12 31 
24 12 
19 40 
11 23 
25 200 100 
55 69 100 
26 132 100 
53 202 100 
33 270 100 
83 64 100 
13 38 100 
27 115 100 
47 19 99 
26 121 101 
35 34 100 
31 128 100 
41 56 100 
57 
19 
37 
39 
76 
16 
36 
5 
37 
12 
34 
22 
49 
17 
39 
19 
33 
57 
34 
42 
37 
24 
34 
46 
23 
29 
19 
56 
52 
23 
8 
22 
4 
18 
11 
26 
9 
20 36 
26 64 
20 40 
27 109 
23 101 
32 48 
29 4 
21 48 
33 3 
18 46 
22 26 
26 41 
19 17 
31 116 100 
57 112 100 
42 96 101 
53 204 99 
44 229 100 
68 71 100 
14 28 100 
45 106 100 
25 12 100 
46 101 101 
53 49 99 
41 101 101 
35 48 100 
were minor. In the four campus samples women tended to be more likely to 
recommend Metro than men. 
Knowledge of Metro. Those with greater knowledge of Metro Tech--e.g., 
those indicating they knew that Metro offered vocational testing and career 
counseling--were more likely to recommend Metro than those who were aware 
of Metro's main mission but did not know about their counseling and testing 
services. For example, in Douglas County 62% of those with this greater 
knowledge recommended Metro compared to 36% of those without that level of 
infonnationa 
Similarly, those who were able to locate correctly one or more of Metro's 
campuses or program centers were much more likely to recommend Metro than 
those who could not locate any of its sites. For example, in Douglas County 
61% of those knowing a campus location recommended Metro compared to only 
25% of those without this level of awareness. Of those who could not locate 
a Metro campus, two-thirds (67%) felt they could not recommend any school, 
but only one-third (33%) of those who could locate a Metro campus failed to 
recommend it for vocational or technical courses. 
The source of information about Metro also appeared to be relat.ed to 
the probability of recommending the College. In each of the four county 
samples those who heard about Metro from friends were more likely to recom-
mend it than those indicating other sources of information. For example, in 
Douglas County 62% of those learning about Metro from friends recommended it 
compared to 52% of those learning about it from print media (newspapers 
and brochures) and 32% of those learning about it from radio or TV. 
Table 3 provides these data for the campus neighborhood samples. 
B. Rating Metropolitan Technical Community College 
Respondents who were aware of Metro Tech's major mission of providing 
technical and vocational education were asked, "Overall, how well is Metro 
Tech Community College serving the public's needs? Would you say they are 
doing an excellent, good, fair, or poor job?" The response among all sample 
groups was very favorable. Although approximately one-third of the respondents 
(35-36%) in Dodge, Sarpy, and lvashington Counties and one-fifth (21%) of those 
in Douglas County did not offer an opinion, no more than 1% in any county 
said that Metro Tech was doing a poor job, and only 4%-13% gave it a fair 
rating. In Douglas County--the site of its campuses and the home of most of 
its students--19% rated Metro excellent and 53% good with only 6% saying fair 
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TABLE .3 
TECHNICAL OR VOCATIONAL COURSES (NEIGHBORHOOD SAMPLES) 
outh Omaha 
mmend 
r Than No Recom-
TCC ·mendation 
% No; . % 
10 13 62 
7 45 75 
18 5 45 
6 75 
25 5 63 
7 64 70 
12 29 71 
7 28 65 
12 17 68 
14 20 57 
31 79 
15 21 64 
4 48 72 
17 14 58 
3 50 74 
10 24 47 
17 9 75 
3 15 52 
10 54 76 
11 33 52 
3 36 97 
5 36 
2 7 14 52 
; 23 
4 
1 
2 
1 
15 
5 
7 
8 
14 64 
10 
15 
18 
4 
38 
75 
62 
33 
Totals 
No. % 
21 101 
60 100 
11 99 
8 100 
8 101 
92 101 
41 100 
43 100 
25 100 
35 100 
39 100 
33 100 
67 100 
24 100 
68 101 
51 100 
12 100 
29 100 
71 100 
63 100 
37 100 
14 100 
27 100 
22 101 
26 99 
20 100 
29 100 
12 99 
Southwest 
Recommend 
Recommend Other Than 
MTCC ~
No. % No. % 
1 
14 
17 
17 
9 
41 
2 
47 
16 
18 
16 
21 
29 
8 
33 
47 
3 
18 
32 
50 
50 
54 
59 
41 
64 
48 
29 
51 
59 
42 
53 
40 
62 
53 
46 
64 
50 
69 
43 
63 
8 100 
27 68 
3 33 
22 
27 
13 
9 
71 
60 
50 
69 
1 
3 
2 
1 
5 
2 
4 
3 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
10 
5 
7 
6 
29 
4 
11 
2 
7 
9 
2 
13 
4 
5 
8 
5 
5 
lO 
8 
11 
6 
8 
15 
No Recom-
mendation 
No. % 
1 
11 
9 
22 
4 
40 
3 
41 
8 
24 
12 
27 
2 
5 
35 
22 
3 
6 
38 
25 
19 
10 
5 
50 
42 
31 
54 
29 
47 
43 
45 
30 
56 
40 
51 
36 
33 
49 
30 
50 
23 
51 
32 
90 
25 
56 
7 23 
18 40 
11 42 
2 15 
Totals 
No. % 
2 100 
26 100 
29 100 
41 100 
14 100 
86 101 
7 101 
92 100 
27 100 
43 100 
30 100 
53 100 
47 100 
15 99 
71 99 
73 99 
6 100 
26 100 
74 99 
79 100 
21 100 
8 100 
40 101 
9 100 
31 100 
45 100 
26 100 
13 99 
Elkhorn 
Recommend 
Recommend Other Than 
MTCC MTCC 
No. % No. % 
3 
29 
15 
25 
13 
60 
15 
53 
26 
37 
10 
18 
55 
21 
39 
71 
2 
36 
37 
73 
43 
62 
71 
86 
87 
67 
83 
70 
74 
70 
59 
58 
74 
78 
62 
83 
29 
80 
62 
78 
10 83 
46 88 
2 40 
32 
20 
38 
22 
76 
77 
84 
79 
5 
1 
1 
5 
1 
4 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
11 
5 
7 
6 
6 
5 
6 
2 
18 
13 
3 
11 
3 
2 
4 
7 
2 
33 
2 
2 
7 
No Recom-
mendation Totals 
No. % No. % 
4 
13 
5 
4 
1 
25 
2 
19 
7 
15 
4 
9 
17 
3 
22 
13 
5 
7 
19 
18 
8 
2 
5 
2 
9 
6 
7 
4 
57 7 100 
28 47 101 
24 21 100 
14 29 100 
7 15 101 
27 90 100 
11 18 100 
25 76 100 
20 35 100 
28 53 100 
24 17 101 
29 31 100 
23 74 100 
11 27 100 
35 63 100 
15 86 100 
71 7 100 
16 45 100 
32 60 101 
19 93 99 
67 12 100 
17 
10 
50 
21 
23 
16 
14 
12 100 
52 100 
4 100 
42 99 
26 100 
45 100 
28 100 
and 1% poor; 21% did not state an opinion. In contrast, Dodge County residents 
gave Metro the least favorable ratings with 14% rating it fair or poor and 
only 8% rating it excellent. 
When the analysis was limited to those who indicated they were aware of 
Metro (and therefore were asked to rate its performance) and who had an opinion 
on how well it was serving the public's needs, the proportion saying Metro was 
doing an excellent job ranged from 13% (Dodge) to 24% (Douglas). At least 
two-thirds of those with an opinion in each county rated Metro as good. Fair 
or poor ratings were given by only 8% in Washington, 9% in Douglas, 11% in 
Sarpy, and 20% in Dodge. 
In summary, the survey of respondents in the four counties served by Metro 
indicated favorable ratings of the College's performance, but further action 
is needed to improve the perceptions of Metro Tech in Dodge County. 
Ratings in the neighborhood around each campus were favorable also, al-
though respondents' proximity to the campus did not increase their likelihood 
of having an opinion or of this opinion being more favorable. Respondents 
in the area of the Southwest campus were least likely to indicate a rating 
(28% of those asked did not rate Metro) and least likely to say the College 
was doing an excellent or good job of serving the public's needs (61%--a 
highly favorable assessment, nevertheless). 
An analysis of factors which might be related to ratings of Metro Tech 
presented few clear patterns across the four-county sample. See Table 5. 
The data did indicate, however, that those who offered a rating and who had 
been graduated from high school but had no college experience were most likely 
to give favorable ratings to Metro (ranging from 87% good or excellent ratings 
in Dodge to 97% in Douglas). However, this pattern did not hold in the 
samples drawn from the areas around each campus. See Table 6. 
In the county samples females were slightly more favorable, although 
the differences were small and not statistically significant. No consistent 
pattern was found in the four campus neighborhood samples. 
Patterns for age groups were not consistent either. 
C. Awareness of Metropolitan Technical Community College 
Awareness of Metro Tech was measured by several questions in the survey. 
One measure concerned awareness of Metro Tech's basic mission of vocational 
and technical education. Respondents who voluntarily recommended Metro Tech 
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TABLE 4 
RATING OF METRO TECH (SUMMARY) 
Dodge Douglas Sam~ Wa:shiD9:tQ!l 
N %A %B N %A %B N %A %B N %A %B 
Excellent 14 -8 13 47 19 24 38 14 22 28 12 19 
Good 72 43 67 133 53 67 115 43 67 106 46 73 
Fair 21 13 19 16 6 8 18 7 10 9 4 6 
Poor 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 
Don't Know 59 35 54 21 96 36 82 36 
Fort Omaha South Omaha Southwest Elkhorn 
N %A %B N %A %8 N %A %8 N %A %8 
Excellent 13 18 23 14 22 29 8 10 14 12 13 18 
Good 37 50 66 27 43 55 40 51 70 52 56 76 
Fair 6 8 11 8 13 16 8 10 14 2 2 3 
Poor 1 1 2 2 2 3 
Don't Know 18 24 14 22 22 28 25 27 
%A= % of respondents aware of Metro 
%8 =%of respondents with an opinion of Metro 
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TABLE 5 
ATING OF METROTECH (COUNTIES) 
Douglas Sarpy Washington 
Good Fair/Poor Total Excellent Good Fair/Poor Total Excellent Good Fair/Poor Total 
10. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
2 67 3 17 18 101 2 15 9 69 2 15 13 99 3 18 12 71 2 12 17 101 
9 71 2 3 69 100 11 21 37 71 4 8 52 100 17 24 50 70 4 6 71 100 
;1 62 6 12 50 100 12 24 32 65 5 10 49 99 3 13 19 79 2 8 24 100 
.o 67 7 12 60 101 13 22 37 64 8 14 58 100 5 16 22 71 4 13 31 100 
8 47 4 24 17 100 4 44 4 44 1 11 9 99 1 1 10 91 - - 11 100 
!3 72 4 13 32 101 2 20 8 so - - 10 100 1 13 6 75 1 13 8 101 
)0 81 3 8 37 100 6 15 30 77 3 8 39 100 4 25 11 69 1 6 16 100 
a 60 3 7 45 100 7 13 39 72 8 15 54 100 9 19 35 74 3 6 47 99 
12 52 2 9 23 100 11 32 19 56 4 12 34 100 5 18 19 68 4 14 28 100 
16 84 -
-
19 100 4 24 11 65 2 12 17 101 4 24 11 65 2 12 17 101 
.17 68 2 8 25 100 4 44 4 44 1 11 9 99 4 21 14 74 1 5 19 100 
36 71 3 6 51 101 10 24 25 61 6 15 41 100 10 24 29 71 2 5 41 100 
JO 67 13 10 135 101 27 22 86 69 11 9 124 100 17 18 70 72 10 10 97 100 
39 66 9 15 59 100 17 24 45 63 9 13 71 100 3 9 27 79 4 12 34 100 
94 68 9 6 139 100 21 21 70 69 10 10 101 100 25 23 78 70 8 7 111 100 
17 50 7 21 34 100 7 21 23 70 3 9 33 100 1 8 10 83 1 8 12 99 
40 65 6 10 62 101 18 26 45 65 6 9 69 1.00 6 20 20 67 4 13 30 100 
76 75 5 5 102 101 13 19 47 67 10 14 70 100 21 20 76 73 7 7 104 100 
80 67 11 9 120 100 25 27 55 60 12 13 92 100 17 24 51 73 2 3 70 100 
53 68 7 9 78 100 13 16 60 75 7 9 80 100 11 14 55 72 10 13 76 99 
TABLE 6 
NG OF METRO TECH (NEIGHBORHOODS) 
South Omaha Southwest Elkhorn 
Good Fair/Poor Total Excellent Good Fair/Poor Total Excellent Good Fair/Poor Total 
,0. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
5 63 
-
- 8 101 - - 1 100 - - 1 100 - - 3 100 - - 3 100 
12 44 5 19 27 100 3 23 8 62 2 15 13 100 5 17 22 73 3 10 30 100 
8 89 1 11 9 100 3 17 14 78 1 6 18 101 2 17 10 83 - - 12 100 
2 40 2 40 5 100 2 8 17 68 6 24 25 100 5 23 16 73 1 5 22 101 
10 83 1 8 12 99 5 31 9 56 2 13 16 100 2 8 21 88 1 4 24 100 
'iO 40 6 24 25 100 1 4 21 78 5 19 27 101 7 20 25 71 3 9 35 100 
7 58 1 8 12 99 2 14 10 71 2 14 14 99 3 33 6 67 - - 9 100 
12 71 2 12 17 101 - - 2 67 1 33 3 100 1 8 11 85 1 8 13 101 
12 43 6 21 28 100 8 15 37 70 8 15 53 100 10 20 36 73 3 6 49 99 
11 79 2 14 14 100 4 14 20 '71 4 14 28 "99 3 19 11 69 2 13 16 101 
16 46 6 17 35 100 4 14 20 69 5 17 29 100 9 17 41 79 2 4 52 100 
2 67 1 33 3 100 2 22 7 78 - - 9 100 2 17 10 83 - - 12 100 
6 40 3 20 15 100 1 9 9 82 1 9 11 100 4 19 15 71 2 10 21 100 
19 61 4 13 31 100 5 14 24 65 8 22 37 101 6 17 27 77 2 6 35 100 
14 61 2 9 23 100 6 30 11 55 3 15 20 100 7 18 29 74 3 8 39 100 
13 50 6 23 26 100 2 5 29 78 6 16 37 99 5 17 23 79 1 3 29 99 
for such courses were assumed to be aware of this mission. The remaining 
respondents were asked whether they knew that Metro performed that mission. 
The proportion of all respondents who were not aware of this basic fact 
ranged from 12% in Douglas and 19% in Sarpy to 24% and 44% in Washington 
and Dodge Counties--i.e., 56% to 88% of the respondents were aware of 
Metro's main mission. See Table 7. 
A second measure of awareness examined the additional knowledge that 
Metro offers vocational testing and career counseling. The proportion of 
all respondents who said they knew about these services ranged from a high 
of 47% in Douglas and 40% in Sarpy to only 32% and 24% in Washington and 
Dodge Counties. 
A third measure of awareness focused upon knowledge of at least one 
location for Metro instruction. Only those who were aware of the College's 
basic function were asked this question--thus there may be additional 
respondents who could accurately locate one of Metro's campuses or program 
sites but who were not given the opportunity to provide this information 
because they were unaware of the College's basic function. The proportion 
of all respondents who knew the location of at least one campus (including 
the future Elkhorn site) ranged from a high of 73% of Douglas County 
residents and 60% of Sarpy residents to 39% and 15% of Washington and 
Dodge County residents. 
In summary, awareness of Metro Tech was very high in Douglas and Sarpy 
Counties but less in Washington and Dodge--especially the latter. 
Proximity to a campus did not necessarily increase awareness. Although 
awareness in the Elkhorn area approximated awareness in the Douglas County 
sample, awareness levels in the neighborhoods around the other campuses 
generally were below the county at large. See Table 8. 
Awareness was positively related to education and income. Those with 
more formal education or higher incomes generally were more aware of Metro's 
mission, counseling services, and location than were those with lower educa-
tion or income levels. For example, in Sarpy County, of those who had not 
completed high school, only 54% were aware of Metro's mission and 29% knew 
about its counseling services or could identify one of its campus sites. 
Among college graduates in Sarpy the proportions were 90%, 44%, and 69%, 
respectively. 
Generally, the oldest age group (60 and over) were least aware. 
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TABLE 7 
AWARENESS OF METRO i(COUNTIES) 
Douglas Sarpy Dodge Washington 
Aware Aware Aware Aware 
Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a 
of of Campus of of Campus of of Campus of of Campus 
Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location 
N % % % N % % % N % % % N % % % 
Education 
<High school graduate 28 82 54 50 35 54 29 29 53 32 11 6 48 54 19 23 
High school graduate 112 86 42 67 110 79 35 58 155 55 25 14 140 76 30 35 
Some college 67 90 49 82 94 84 45 66 53 70 30 25 48 83 38 48 
College graduate 76 93 49 82 94 90 44 69 39 74 31 23 58 90 41 52 
~ 
<20 22 95 45 72 18 72 44 56 19 47 11 - 14 79 29 50 
21-4 41 88 59 so 26 69 27 50 30 47 17 13 21 62 24 33 
25-9 51 88 51 78 66 85 41 65 46 67 30 13 33 79 39 36 
30-9 56 91 46 79 102 81 37 59 58 69 34 33 80 85 39 49 
40-9 40 87 38 73 63 89 43 75 48 58 25 17 51 80 39 53 
50-9 26 96 50 81 38 76 42 47 38 47 32 16 48 79 27 31 ,_. 
60 + 50 78 38 50 20 75 45 45 60 47 10 5 52 60 17 15 w 
Income 
<$15,000 81 86 44 63 98 69 29 41 99 53 21 13 98 65 24 26 
$15,000 + 182 90 47 79 214 88 45 70 144 68 30 22 175 84 37 49 
Sex 
Male 81 84 47 74 147 83 44 62 80 60 26 19 79 68 28 44 
Female 205 90 46 72 187 79 36 58 221 55 23 14 218 79 33 37 
Educational Interests 
Currently enrolled 44 93 50 82 69 86 49 68 22 86 50 36 20 95 60 60 
Interested in occ.trng. 74 92 57 86 107 86 45 65 59 78 41 31 53 79 30 58 
Not interested in ace. 
trng. 168 85 41 64 158 75 32 53 220 47 17 9 227 74 30 32 
Al-L RESPONDENTS 286 88 47 73 334 81 40 60 301 56 24 15 297 76 32 39 
TABLE 8 
AWARENESS OF METRO (NEIGHBORHOODS) 
Fort Omaha South Omaha Southwest Elkhorn 
Aware Aware Aware Aware 
Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a Aware Aware of a 
of of Campus of of Campus of of Campus of of Campus 
Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location Metro Counseling Location 
N % % % N % % % N % % % N % % % 
Education 
<High school graduate 22 64 27 45 21 67 10 48 2 100 - 50 7 71 43 71 
High school graduate 54 74 31 59 60 53 28 43 26 85 35 77 47 85 51 74 
Some college 18 78 28 72 11 91 55 82 29 72 24 62 21 86 33 81 
College graduate 5 100 60 100 8 88 50 75 41 78 24 78 29 100 34 97 
~ 
<30 34 88 35 74 25 68 32 64 27 81 26 78 35 89 49 86 
30-49 30 80 37 63 35 80 43 71 43 79 33 72 53 94 45 87 
50+ 36 56 25 44 39 46 15 26 30 77 17 70 17 71 24 59 
Income 
>--' <$15,000 44 70 23 59 41 63 24 51 7 71 14 71 19 89 47 84 
""' $15,000 + 47 83 43 72 43 77 40 60 92 79 27 73 76 89 43 84 
Sex 
Male 25 72 24 64 33 58 30 42 53 72 23 70 31 74 35 71 
Female 75 75 35 59 67 66 28 55 41 87 30 77 74 95 46 86 
Educational Interests 
Currently enrolled 10 90 20 80 8 75 25 63 14 71 21 64 15 93 40 93 
Interested in ace. trng. 23 83 30 65 24 88 42 79 15 93 47 80 27 93 48 89 
Not interested in ace. 
trng. 67 69 34 55 68 53 25 40 71 77 23 73 63 86 41 76 
ALL RESPONDENTS 286 74 32 60 334 63 29 51 201 79 26 73 297 89 43 82 
Awareness levels peaked for different measures at different age intervals 
in different counties, but the 30-49-year-old groups were the most aware 
groups. 
No significant differences or consistent patterns for sex occurred across 
the three measures in the different populations sampled. 
An analysis of the data on awareness of the specific Metro Tech campuses 
indicated that the two older campuses--Southwest and Fort Omaha--were 
recognized more than the newest existing campus--South Omaha. For example, 
in Douglas County 56% of the residents correctly identified the site of the 
Southwest campus, and 54% knew the location of the Fort Omaha campus, but 
only 36% correctly identified the South Omaha campus. Sarpy County residents, 
on the other hand, were more likely to identify the location of the South 
Omaha campus (43%) than Southwest (.40%) or Fort Omaha (32%). See Table A-32. 
Approximately 8% of the Douglas County residents cited the future 
Elkhorn campus location. 
When the population living near each of the campuses was interviewed, 
they were more likely to cite the location of the nearest Metro Tech campus. 
The highest awareness occurred in the Southwest with 73% citing the campus 
at 132nd Street and I. Almost as many Elkhorn residents knew the location 
of the current Southwest campus (70%). More than half (57%) of the residents 
around Fort Omaha volunteered the correct location of that campus; 49% of 
South Omaha residents identified that campus. 
Some of the lack of recogoition of the South Omaha campus may stem from 
its relatively recent existence-, and some of it may be a function of access 
(or perceived access). Washington County residents, for example, can reach 
the Southwest campus more easily and quickly than they can reach the South 
Omaha campus. Not surprising, therefore, is the fact that 20% of Washington 
residents volunteered the correct location of the Southwest campus, but 
only 8% identified South Omaha. 
In Douglas County 8% of the sample correctly volunteered the location 
of the new Elkhorn campus (the proportions in the other counties were 4% in 
Dodge, 5% in Sarpy, and 9% in Washington). Relatively low proportions were 
also reported for the Fort Omaha, South Omaha, and Southwest campus neighbor-
hood samples. The especially low awareness of the new Elkhorn campus in the 
relatively nearby Southwest campus area suggests a need for a public informa-
tion campaign. 
In contrast, the residents in the Elkhorn area were very much aware of 
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both the older Southwest campus (70%) and the new Elkhorn campus (66%). 
The residents in the Southwest and Elkhorn areas were specifically 
asked if they knew about the move from the Southwest site to the Elkhorn 
location. Approximately three-fourths (73%) of all respondents in the 
Elkhorn area knew about the move, and only 12% said they were not aware (the 
others were not asked the question; of those asked, 86% were aware of the 
move). However, in the Southwest area only 10% said they knew of the move, 
and 71% said they were not aware of it (of those asked the question, the 
proportions were 12% and 88%, respectively). See Table A-34. 
Residents in these two areas were also asked whether the new location 
would be "more convenient, as, or less convenient" than the current Southwest 
campus location. More than three-fourths (78%) of the entire Elkhorn area 
sample said it was more convenient, 6% said it was as convenient, and 5% 
said it was less convenient (of those asked the question and who indicated 
an answer, the proportions were 88%, 7%, and 6%, respectively). Many residents 
in the Southwest campus area reported the new location as less convenient 
(63%), with only 13% seeing no difference, and 4% saying it was more con-
venient (of those asked the question and giving an answer, the proportions 
were 79% less convenient, 16% as convenient, and 5% more convenient). See 
Table A-35. 
Those who reported the new Elkhorn location as less convenient than the 
old Southwest location were also asked, "Would this new location make you 
less likely to attend?" Most (52%) of those in the Southwest said it would 
not affect their decisions, but 48% said they would be less likely to attend 
(the latter represents 29% of all respondents in the Southwest campus neighbor-
hood sample). See Table A-35a. 
These data reinforce the need for a public education program about the 
new campus site. 
Sources of Knowledge About Metro Tech. The two sources most frequently 
cited for information about Metro Tech were friends and newspapers (the latter 
is combined with brochures and labeled as the print media in the analysis which 
follows). In Douglas County, approximately one-third (35%) said they learned 
about Metro from newspapers, and another third (33%) reported they learned 
about it from friends. Approximately 7% reported TV as their source, and 4% 
said radio, with 5% listing brochures, and 3% a high school teacher of counselor. 
Another 19% gave other sources. (Totals add to more than 100% because multiple 
sources were cited.) See Table 9. 
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TABLE 9 
METHOD OF LEARNING ABOUT METRO (COUNTIES) 
(%is proportion of~ people in group who learned about Metro through the indicated media) 
Douglas Sarpy Dodge Washington 
N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other 
Education 
<High school graduate 28 25% 21% 25% 21% 35 23% 6% 31% 3% 53 17% 8% 9% 4% 48 23% 4% 15% 19% 
High school graduate 112 34% 9% 37% 24% no 42% 14% 28% 17% 155 22% 6% 19% 14% 140 34% 21% 31% 11% 
Some college 67 34% 6% 37% 24% 94 39% 7% 41% 16% 53 28% 8% 40% 19% 48 40% 17% 42% 23% 
College graduate 76 33% 12% 51% 17% 94 32% 11% 50% 22% 39 28% 10% 33% 9% 58 34% 16% 50% 22% 
&!§. 
<20 22 41% 18% 18% 32% 18 56% 6% 28% 17% 19 32% 5% 11% 5% 14 64% 14% 21% 21% 
204 41 46% 15% 27% 17% 26 27% - 31% 19% 30 40% 7% 7% 3% 21 10% 29% 33% 19% 
25-9 51 39% 8% 39% 13% 66 41% 12% 36% 23% 46 22% 13% 35% 20% 33 21% 12% 42% 18% 
30-9 56 29% 7% 45% 21% 102 33% 7% 34% 19% 58 28% 2% 24% 29% 80 34% 20% 36% 11% 
40-9 40 25% 8% 58% 28% 63 33% 16% 48% 19% 48 15% 6% 35% 13% 51 37% 24% 33% 20% 
50-9 26 46% 4% 42% 31% 38 34% 13% 37% 5% 38 21% 3% 21% 5% 48 40% 8% 38% 21% 
60 + 50 16% 18% 38% 20% 20 45% 15% 60% - 60 17% 10% 15% 12% 52 33% 10% 25% 12% 
,__. 
Income 
" 
< $15,000 81 28% 20% 35% 21% 98 36% 10% 27% 14% 99 26% 8% 10% 13% 98 32% 9% 29% 11% 
$15,000 + 182 35% 7% 42% 23% 214 38% 10% 43% 17% 144 26% 7% 36% 17% 175 34% 22% 39% 18% 
Sex 
Male 81 38% 9% 33% 17% 147 35% 16% 41% 18% 80 25% 8% 29% 15% 79 30% 14% 29% 14% 
Female 205 31% 12% 42% 23% 187 37% 6% 36% 16% 221 22% 7% 20% 14% 218 34% 17% 36% 17% 
ALL RESPONDENTS 286 33% 11% 40% 21% 312 37% 10% 38% 16% 243 26% 7% 26% 15% 273 33% 17% 35% 16% 
One possible measure of the success of the radio and TV advertising 
campaign conducted by Metro Tech before its winter quarter could be gauged 
from differences in the response pattern by the county samples and the campus 
neighborhood samples. Most of the respondents in the county samples were 
interviewed before the advertising campaign began while the campus neighbor-
hood surveys were conducted during the advertising campaign. Approximately 
4% of Douglas County respondents reported radio as their source, and 7% 
cited TV (the proportions for all four counties combined was 3% radio and 
8% TV). These proportions were more than twice as great in the four campus 
neighborhoods--11% reported radio as their source and 15% listed TV. 
The use of the media varied with education and to a certain extent with 
age. Those with more education were more likely to use the print media. For 
example, in Douglas County 51% of the college graduates heard about Metro 
through print media compared to 25% of those who did not complete high school. 
Generally, the youngest respondents (20 and under) relied heavily on 
friends and were generally less likely to indicate they learned about Metro 
from the print media. In this age group the proportion learning about Metro 
from friends was two to three times as great as the proportion indicati_ng the 
print media as a source of information. See Table 10 for similar data on 
neighborhood samples. 
Conclusion 
Metropolitan Technical Community College was highly recommended in most 
of its four-county service area. It was rated very favorably by the public. 
The public was very knowledgeable about its mission, services, and location. 
Some areas for improvement, however, were evident as one outlying county 
did not fully share the favorable perceptions of Metro Tech. Similarly, 
some ignorance of its new campus location and some ignorance of some of its 
services (e.g., Industrial Training Center) suggest the need for increased 
public information programs. See Table 11 for a summary. 
II. EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 
Introduction 
The educational needs of the residents of the four-county area served 
by Metropolitan Technical Community College were surveyed via several questions. 
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TABLE10 
METHOD OF LEARNING ABOUT METRO (NEIGHBORHOODS) 
(%is proportion of all people in group who learned about Metro through the indicated media) 
Douglas Sarpy Dodge Washington 
N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other N Friends Radio/TV Print Other 
All RESPONDENTS 73 53% 21% 44% 29% 63 41% 32% 46% 19% 79 39% 57% 33% 16% 90 47% 29% 50% 31% 
Education 
<High school graduate 14 57% 14% 43% 43% 14 36% 21% 57% 21% 2 50% - - 50% 5 60% - 20% 20% 
High school graduate 40 53% 30% 40% 30% 32 41% 28% 44% 16% 22 45% 27% 32% 27% 39 44% 41% 54% 36% 
Some college 13 62% 8% 54% 8% 10 50% 40% 30% 20% 21 43% 57% 29% 19% 16 44% 31% 75% 19% 
College graduate 5 40% 40% 40% 7 43% 57% 57% 29% 32 34% 75% 41% 6% 29 52% 17% 38% 31% 
Age 
<..:3Q 30 43% 33% 53% 27% 17 18% 35% 59% 35% 22 50% 32% 18% 32% 30 53% 13% 40% 30% 
30-49 24 63% 8% 42% 29% 28 46% 39% 43% 7% 34 41% 53% 38% 12% 48 44% 40% 60% 29% 
50+ 19 58% 16% 32% 32% 18 56% 17% 39% 22% 23 26% 87% 39% 9% 12 42% 25% 33% 42% 
Income 
<$15,000 30 47% 30% 37% 40% 26 27% 35% 62% 15% 5 80% 40% 60% 20% 17 41% 18% 29% 29% ,.... 
$15,000 + 39 56% 13% 49% 21% 33 52% 33% 36% 21% 73 37% 49% 32% 15% 66 48% 30% 56% 33% 
"' Sex 
Male 18 61% - 50% 28% 19 32% 47% 42% 16% 38 39% 61% 32% 13% 22 64% 14% 36% 27% 
Female 55 51% 27% 42% 29% 44 45% 25% 48% 20% 41 39% 54% 34% 20% 68 41% 34% 54% 32% 
TABLE 11 
EVALUATION AND AWARENESS OF METROPOLITAN TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE (SUMMARY) 
Fort South 
Douglas Sarpy Dodge Washington Omaha Omaha Southwest Elkhorn 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Recommend 
Recommend Metro 137 48 141 42 42 14 76 26 32 32 23 23 50 50 73 70 
Recommend Other 22 B 53 16 105 35 75 25 10 10 B 8 6 6 '6 c6 
No Recommendation 127 44 141 42 154 51 149 50 58 58 69 69 44 44 26 25 
Evaluation 
Excellent 47 19 38 14 14 8 28 12 13 18 14 22 8 10 12 13 
Good 133 53 115 43 72 43 106 46 37 50 27 43 40 51 52 56 
Fair 16 6 18 7 21 13 9 4 6 8 8 13 B 10 2 2 
Poor 2 1 1 • 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 
Don't Know 54 21 96 36 59 35 82 36 18 24 14 22 22 28 25 27 
Aware Ed. Mission 
(Recommend Metro) 137 48 141 42 42 14 76 25 32 32 23 23 50 50 73 70 
Others Aware 114 40 129 39 123 41 153 51 42 42 40 40 29 29 20 19 
Unaware 34 12 64 19 132 44 71 24 26 26 37 37 21 21 12 11 
Aware-Counseling 
Aware 133 47 132 40 72 24 96 32 32 32 29 29 26 26 45 43 
Unaware 117 41 136 41 96 32 132 44 42 ~2 34 34 52 32 48 46 
Totally Unaware/NA 36 13 66 20 133 44 72 24 26 26 37 37 22 22 12 11 
Aware-A Campus Site 
Aware 208 73 200 60 46 15 116 39 60 60 51 51 73 73 86 82 
Unaware 44 15 69 21 120 40 112 37 14 14 12 12 6 6 7 7 
Totally Unaware/NA 34 12 65 19 135 45 72 24 26 26 37 37 21 21 12 11 
Aware-Specific Campus 
Ft. Omaha 154 54 108 32 27 9 84 28 57 57 31 31 24 24 44 42 
South Omaha 103 36 144 43 15 5 24 8 23 23 49 49 29 29 19 18 
Southwest 161 56 134 40 23 8 61 20 26 26 26 26 73 73 73 70 
Aware of Southwest Campus Move 
Ye' 10 10 77 73 
No 69 69 13 12 
Unaware of Metro/NA 21 21 15 14 
*Less than .5% 
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The discussion of these data is organized into seven sections. First, 
information about those currently enrolled in any type of class, training, 
or instruction is discussed. The second section examines' interest in future 
instruction. The third section examines the educational interests and needs 
expressed by those not currently enrolled in any educational program. The 
fourth section focuses on those expressing a desire for a one- or two-year 
program of career training. The fifth section focuses on those indicating 
a desire for only a few courses to develop or improve their job-related 
skills. The sixth section examines the personal interest type courses 
noted by these respondents. The final section summarizes the educational 
needs and interests expressed by the respondents in the county and campus 
neighborhood samples. 
A. Current Enrollment 
The first question in the survey of the county and campus neighborhood 
samples asked respondents whether they were currently taking any classes, 
training, or instruction. The data in Table 12 indicate that relatively 
few respondents were enrolled. This varied by county, sex, and age. The 
metropolitan counties of Douglas and Sarpy (and therefore the four campus 
neighborhood samples) had higher proportions enrolled than the more rural 
counties of Dodge and Washington. For example, in Sarpy County 23% of the 
men were enrolled, and in Douglas County this proportion was 21%; in contrast 
only 9% of the males in Dodge County and 6% of them in Washington County 
were enrolled. Similar differences were evident for women--19% of the women. 
in Sarpy County and 13% in Douglas County were enrolled compared to only 
7% in Dodge and Washington Counties. 
These differences might be a result of differences in metropolitan and 
rural values and lifestyles, but they might also be due to differences in 
the availability of educational opportunities. In addition, interest in 
Sarpy County might reflect the military population which is both encouraged 
and subsidized to continue their education. 
Generally, males were more likely to be enrolled than females.* This 
was especially true in Douglas County. In the county sample 21% of the males 
*These differences, and many of those noted later in this report, must 
be interpreted cautiously. Many of these differences are not statistically 
significant but are reported here because of the insights they might provide. 
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TABLE 12 
ATTENDING CLASS BY SEX 
(Percent Taking Classes) 
Male Female N %Saying Yes 
County 
Dodge 7 (9%) 15 (7%) 22 (7%) 
Douglas 17 (21%) 27 (13%) 44 (15%) 
Sarpy 34 (23%) 35 (19%) 69 (21%) 
Washington 5 (6%) 15 (7%) 20 (7%) 
Campus Neighborhood 
Elkhorn 7 (23%) 8 (11%) 15 (14%) 
Southwest 8 (15%) 6 (13%) 14 (14%) 
Fort Omaha 4 (16%) 6 (8%) 10 (10%) 
South Omaha 4 (12%) 4 (6%) 8 (8%) 
Total 86 (16%) 116 (11%) 202 (12%) 
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were enrolled but only 13% of the females. In three of the four campus 
neighborhood samples men were twice as likely as women to be enrolled. This 
suggested that an emphasis on the interests of men would meet the audience 
most involved in education. Data suggested, however, that women were more 
interested than men in classes, whether for careers, job skills, or personal 
interest courses. These data will be reported on later. Therefore programs 
aimed at women could prove very successful, especially if the barriers 
impeding women's enrollment could be overcome. 
These enrollment figures were dominated by the youngest age group in 
the sample. Those 20 and under represented 6% of the sample population but 
17% of those enrolled. In the more rural counties of Dodge and Washington 
the differences in the proportion enrolled dropped much more sharply after 
age 20 than it did in metropolitan Douglas and Sarpy Counties (the South 
Omaha campus neighborhood was an exception to this pattern). In Douglas 
County enrollments remained at a relatively high level (e.g., 20% or more) 
through the 25-29-year-old age group; in Sarpy County it continued through the 
30-39-year-old age group. See Table 13. 
Table 14 shows the number and proportion of enrolled students among .all 
respondents. It indicates that although a lower proportion of females than 
males were enrolled in classes, women in the 30-49-year-old age groups were as 
likely as men to be attending classes. 
Most of the enrollment was in college programs, although more than one-
fourth (27%) of the students in the Elkhorn sample were enrolled at Metro. 
See Table A-2. Similarl~ the data on whether the instruction was to be applied 
to a degree or certificate, to improve job skills, or for personal interest 
indicated that most students were enrolled in degree programs. See Table A-3. 
B. Future Course Interests of Enrolled Students 
In each of the county samples, currently enrolled students were more 
likely than not to be interested in taking other classes in the next three 
years. In all but Sarpy County more than twice as many were interested in 
future courses than were not. For example, 71% of the currently enrolled 
students in Douglas County were interested in future coursework. Surprisingly, 
each of the campus neighborhood samples had more students expressing a lack 
of interest in future work than desiring more courses. See Table A-5. 
Table 15 shows an academic and technical bias among those now taking 
classes. The largest categories were business (includingsuch specifics as 
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Under 20 
Dodge 4 (21%) 
Douglas 8 (36%) 
Sarpy 7 (39%) 
Washington 4 (29%) 
Elkhorn 3 (60%) 
Southwest 4 (50%) 
Fort Omaha 2 (14%) 
South Omaha 2 (40%) 
Total 34 (35%) 
*""Less than .5% 
TABLE 13 
ATTENDING CLASS BY AGE 
(Number and Percent Taking Classes) 
21-24 25-29 30-39 
County 
3 (10%) 2 -14%) 8 (14%) 
15 (37%) 10 (20%) 6 (11%) 
6 (23%) 23 (35%) 25 (25%) 
1 (5%) (3%) 9 (11%) 
Campus Neighborhood 
2 (17%) 8 (44%) 2 (5%) 
3 (60%) 3 (21%) 2 (8%) 
6 (40%) 0 1 (6%) 
0 2 (15%) 2 (9%) 
36 (23%-) 49 (19%) 55 (14%) 
24 
40-49 50-59 60+ 
4 (8%) (3%) 0 
3 (8%) 2 (8%) 0 
6 (10%) 2 (5%) 0 
3 (6%) 2 (4%) 0 
0 0 0 
(5%) (4%) 0 
1 (7%) 0 0 
0 (7%) (4%) 
18 (7%) 9 (4%) (*) 
TABLE 14 
ATTENDING CLASS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
Age Male Female Total 
20 and under 21 (42%) 13 (27%) 34 (35%) 
21-24 17 (32%) 19 (18%) 36 (23%) 
25-29 20 (24%) 29 (17%) 49 (19%) 
30-39 18 (14%) 37 (14%) 55 (14%) 
40-49 5 (6%) 13 (7%) 18 (7%) 
50+ 5 (4%) 5 (2%) 10 (2%) 
Total 86 (16%) 116 (11%) 202 (12%) 
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Course Area 
Business 
Office 
Applied arts 
Trades 
Technology 
Health 
Academic 
Personal services 
Personal interest 
Total 
TABLE15 
FUTURE COURSE INTEREST OF ENROLLED STUDENTS BY SEX 
(All Respondents) 
Male Female 
No. % No. % 
13 28 14 22 
·o 0 2 3 
4 9 4 6 
3 7 0 0 
9 20 2 3 
3 7 12 19 
5 11 15 23 
7 15 12 19 
2 4 3 5' 
46 64 
26 
Total 
No. 
27 
2 
8 
3 
11 
15 
20 
19 
5 
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accounting, real estate, management),* academic fields (sciences, philosophy), 
and personal services (teaching, counseling, etc.). Health (nursing, medicine, 
medical assistant, etc.) and technology (computer programming, engineering, 
etc.) attracted moderate levels of interest. Office skills, applied arts 
(including crafts), and trades were not indicated as potential courses for 
this group of respondents. 
The distribution of respondents by sex showed that males were more 
frequently represented here. More than 40% of those answering this question 
were male whereas only about 33% of all respondents were. About 10% of all 
male respondents were in this group compared to about 6% of all female 
respondents. 
The data also showed that females more than males were attracted to 
the academic and health areas while the trades and technology categories 
attracted mostly males. The other categories showed little difference between 
the sexes in levels of interest. The distribution of interests by age was 
much more difficult to digest. The business category showed similar per-
centages across almost all age groups. This was also true for the academic 
and personal services categories with the exception that the youngest age 
group had the highest interest in the academic courses while personal services 
was mentioned more by those 50 and over than in others. See Table 16. 
Table 17, which displays the pattern in each county and campus neighbor-
hood sample, indicates some similarities for the metropolitan counties of 
Douglas and Sarpy--e.g., they were more likely to be centers of interest in 
the business category. Similarly, the residents in the more rural counties 
(Dodge and Washington) were more likely to mention the academic and health 
areas a 
Table 18 indicates the detailed course interest for all males and 
females and age groups among the samples.** 
c. Desires and Needs of Non-enrolled Students 
Respondents who were not currently enrolled in classes were asked, 
*The specific interests combined in each interest category are shown 
in Table 18. 
**Users of these data need to remember that the samples were drawn 
independently for each county and neighborhood and therefore when combined 
do not represent a sample proportional to the population of the four-county 
service area. 
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TABLE 16 
FUTURE COURSE INTERESTS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS BY AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 or 
Course Area Under 21·24 25·29 30·39 40-49 50+ Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
Business 4 21 9 50 3 14 6 22 3 21 2 20 27 
Office 1 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Applied arts 2 11 6 2 9 4 2 14 0 0 8 
Trades 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 3 
Technology 1 5 0 0 4 18 5 19 7 0 0 11 
Health 5 2 11 3 14 5 19 2 14 . 2 20 15 
Academic 5 26 3 17 5 23 5 19 2 14 0 0 20 
Personal services 3 16 2 11 5 23 3 11 2 14 4 40 19 
Personal interest 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 2 14 1 10 5 
Total 19 18 22 27 14 10 110 
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Course Area 
Business 
Office 
Applied arts 
Trades 
Technology 
Health 
Academic 
Personal services 
Personal interest 
Total 
Business 
Office 
Applied arts 
Trades 
Technology 
Health 
Academic 
Personal services 
Personal interest 
Total 
TABLE17 
FUTURE COURSE INTERESTS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS 
BY COUNTY AND CAMPUS SAMPLES 
County 
Dodge Douglas Sar~~ 
No. % No. % No. % 
7 8 28 13 31 
3 21 2 7 2 
3 2 
7 3 10 5 12 
3 21 4 14 5 12 
3 21 5 17 7 17 
2 14 6 21 8 19 
7 2 5 
14 29 42 
Campus 
Elkhorn Southwest Fort Omaha 
No. % No. % No. % 
4 80 
25 
33 
25 
~1 25 
1 33 
20 33 
25 
4 5 3 
29 
Wasbington 
No. % 
9 
9 
9 
3 27 
3 27 
1 9 
9 
11 
South Omaha 
No. % 
50 
50 
2 
TABLE18 
DETAILED FUTURE COURSE INTERESTS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS 
BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21-24 25-29 30-29 40-49 50+ 
Business 13 14 4 9 3 6 3 2 
Business, business law 8 7 4 5 2 4 
Bookkeeping, accounting 4 3 1 1 2 2 
Real estate 
Management 
Insurance 
Camp administration 
Office 2 
Stenography 
Medical records 
Applied Arts 4 4 2 2 2 
Art, ceramics, commercial art 2 
Writing, creative writing 1 1 
Journalism 2 2 
Music 
Trades 3 2 
Auto .mechariics 
Small engihe_ repair 
Agriculture 
Technology 9 2 4 5 
Engineer 4 2 3 2 
Computers 3 3 
Fire technology 
Military training 
Health 3 12 2 3 5 2 2 
Nursing 9 2 4 2 2 
Medical school 
Dental school 
Speech pathology 
Medical technol 0gy 
Academic 5 15 5 3 5 5 2 
Psychology 1 4 3 
Chemistry 2 
Language, literature 
Math 
History 2 
Microbiology 
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Academic- continued 
Law 
Economics 
Criminal justice 
Science 
Liberal arts 
Personal Services 
Education 
Public administration 
Social work, gerontology 
Counseling 
Elementary, school art 
Library science 
Cosmetology 
Personal Interest 
Consumer counseling 
Recreation 
Braille 
Other 
Male 
7 
3 
3 
2 
TABLE18 
(Continued) 
Female 
12 
7 
2 
3 
2 
31 
20 and 
Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 
3 2 5 3 2 4 
2 2 3 
2 
1 
2 2 
"Even though you are not now attending any classes, do you have an interest 
in taking any type of college or vocational/technical classes in the next 
three years?" Most of those responding to this question were not interested 
in such programs. Respondents in the metropolitan counties of Douglas and 
Sarpy had more interest than the rural counties. Approximately 40% of the 
Sarpy County non-students expressed an interest in such courses and 31% of 
Douglas County's, compared to 21% in Dodge and 19% in Washington. See 
Table A-7. 
More students indicated a preference for a few courses rather than a 
one- or two-year program, a four-year degree, or an advanced degree or 
certificate. For example, in Douglas County 51% of these respondents wanted 
only a few courses, 20% were interested in one- or two-year programs, 12% 
wanted a four-year degree, and 17% were interested in an advanced degree. 
In Douglas County those interested in a few courses represented 13% of all 
respondents in the county sample, and those interested in one- or two-year 
programs were an additional 5%. See Table A-8. 
Homen were proportionately twice as likely as men to indicate a one-
or two-year program--i.e., 2.6% of all male respondents compared to 5.2% of 
all female respondents. In contrast, equal proportions of all men and women 
(10.2% of each) indicated an interest in specific occupational or job skills 
development. 
These prospective vocational ed.ucation students were asked how far 
they would be willing to travel, one-way, to attend class. The median 
distance in Douglas and Sarpy Counties was ten miles, but in more rural 
Dodge and Washington Counties the median increased to 20 and 25 miles, res-
pectively. See Table A-12. Most of \>lashington County lies within 25 miles 
of a Metro campus, but not much more than the city of Fremont in Dodge 
County falls within 20 miles of a Metro campus. The distribution of these 
distances varied sharply in these two counties; in Dodge the distribution 
took a U-shape with 34% willing to travel less than ten miles and 49% willing 
to travel 30 or more miles. In Washington County, on the other hand, only 
3% said they would travel less than ten miles, and 39% would travel 30 or 
more miles. See Table 19. 
Most respondents in the county samples who were interested in vocational 
courses did not indicate they wanted help with career counseling, employment 
placement services, or financial aid information. Those wanting help, however, 
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Miles Douglas 
No. % 
dO 22 44% 
10·19 23 46% 
20·29 5 10% 
30+ 
TABLE 19 
DISTANCE WILLING TO TRAVEL TO CLASSES 
Sar~y Dodge 
No. % No. % 
14 25% 14 34% 
35 61% 5 12% 
7 12% 2 5% 
1 2% 20 49% 
33 
Washington 
No. % 
1 3% 
6 18% 
13 39% 
13 39% 
represented a significant proportion, indicating a need for Metro Tech to 
have these services available. For example, in Douglas County 48% of these 
students wanted help with career counseling, 37% with employment placement 
services, and 45% with financial aid information. See Table A-ll. 
D. Interest in One/Two-Year Job Skill Programs 
Respondents who indicated they had an interest in a one- or two-year 
program of career training were asked, "What specific job or occupation are 
you interested in?" Approximately 89% were able to specify an occupational 
area of interest. 
Business careers were most frequently mentioned (by 23% of the respondents 
naming a program area), with bookkeeping the most frequently mentioned in 
this category. Health careers were the second most frequently mentioned 
(by 15%), with nursing leading in this category. Careers in technology 
were the third most frequently cited (14%), with computers mentioned most 
often followed by drafting. However, these proportions translate to only 
1.0%, .7%, and .6% of all.respondents. 
Women, who represented 80% of those stating a career program preference 
(but only 67% of all respondents), were most likely to list a career in 
business (26%) or health (19%). Both of these fields were disproportion-
ately dominated by female respondents. All of the health careers were named 
by women, and 94% of those selecting business careers were women. Most men 
(64%) named an occupation classified as a trade (e.g., auto or diesel 
mechanic, or construction/welding). See Table 20. 
An analysis of these data by age groups indicated that health careers 
were preferred by older women (25-49). Business areas were also selected 
disproportionately more by women 30-49, See Table 21. 
Some differences by county can also be observed from Table 22. Business 
careers were more likely to be selected by metropolitan county (Douglas and 
Sarpy) residents than by other respondents, with 25% of Douglas County and 
37% of Sarpy County respondents interested in a one- or two-year job skill 
program selecting this program area. 
See Table 23 for detailed course interests. 
E. Interest in Some Job Skill Courses 
Most respondents who were interested in vocational or technical classes 
indicated a preference for only a few courses to improve their job-related 
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TABLE 20 
JOB SKILL PROGRAM INTERESTS BY SEX 
(All Respondents) 
Program Area Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. 
Business 7 15 26. 16 
Office 0 0 8 14 8 
Applied arts 1 7 7 12 8 
Trades 9 64 0 0 9 
Technologies 2 14 8 14 10 
Health 0 0 11 19 11 
Personal services 1 7 4 7 5 
Agriculture 0 0 4 7 4 
Total 14 57 71 
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TABLE 21 
JOB SKILL PROGRAM INTERESTS BY AGE 
20 or 
Program Area Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
Business 2 20 4 22 1 5 7 44 2 29 0 0 16 
Office 2 20 3 17 0 0 2 13 0 0 100 8 
Applied arts 0 0 2 11 3 16 2 13 14 0 0 8 
Trades 2 20 4 22 2 11 0 0 14 0 0 9 
Technologies 2 20 1 6 5 26 2 13 0 0 0 0 10 
Health 0 0 6 6 32 1 6 3 43 0 0 H 
Personal services 1 10 6 5 2 13 0 0 0 0 5 
Agriculture 10 2 11 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Total 10 18 19 16 1 71 
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TABLE 22 
JOB SKILL PROGRAM INTERESTS BY COUNTY AND CAMPUS SAMPLES 
County: 
Program Area Dodge Douglas Sar~~ Washington 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 10 3 25 7 37 1 9 
Office 2 17 2 11 9 
Applied arts 10 2 17 3 16 
Trades 2 20 1 8 2 11 2 18 
Technologies 10 2 17 1 5 5 45 
Health 10 1 8 4 21 2 18 
Personal services 2 20 1 8 
Agriculture 2 20 
Total 10 12 19 11 
CamQUS 
Elkhorn Southwest Fort Omaha South Omaha 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 25 3 33 
Office 1 1 1 2 33 
Applied arts 2 33 
Trades 2 22 
Technologies 1 11 
Health 25 11 17 
Personal serviCes 2 50 
Agriculture "11 17 
Total 4 9 6 
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TABLE 23 
DETAILED JOB SKILL PROGRAM INTERESTS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 
Business 15 2 4 7 2 
Bookkeeping 9 3 4 
Banking, business 4 2 
Insurance 2 1 
Office 8 2 3 2 
Secretarial. typing 4 
Medical secretary 2 
Keypunch 1 
Secretarial/modeling 
Applied Arts 7 2 3 2 
Art, arts and crafts 3 2 
Interior decoration, fashion 3 2 
Photography 
Sewing 
Trades 9 2 4 2 
Auto/diesel mechanic 4 2 
Construction, welding 2 2 
Aircraft maintenance 
Heating, air conditioning 1 
Electro-acoustics 
Technologies 2 8 2 5 2 
Computer programming 4 3 
Design, drafting 3 
Architect 1 
Solar heating 
l::lealth 11 6 3 
Nu>Sing, LPN 8 6 
Medical assistant 
Pharmacy 
Health 
Personal Services 4 2 
Teaching, special ed. 2 
Social/human services 2 2 
Agricultural 4 2 
Agriculture 
Horticulture 3 2 
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skills rather than a one- or two-year program. Twice as many women as men 
listed a specific occupation or job skill area. This was in direct proportion 
to their representation in the sample but was in contrast to interest in 
one- or two-year programs which had an over-representation of women. 
Business courses were mentioned most frequently by both men and women 
(approximately 30% of the men and 30% of the women cited occupations 
classified in the business area). See Table 24. This proportion was equal 
to about 3.0% of all male and female respondents. Women were most likely to 
mention accounting and banking related courses, while men most frequently 
mentioned the latter in addition to real estate and sales/merchandising 
courses. 
The area of office skills was the second most frequently mentioned 
(23% of the women or 16% of the respondents answering this question or 1.6% 
of all respondents), and this category was completely dominated by women. 
Similarly, the strong preference of women for jobs classified as personal 
service, especially teaching, resulted in that category being the third 
most frequently cited. Almost one-fifth (19%) of the female respondents 
answering this question (or 1. 9% of all female respondents) named that 
category. 
In addition to business, men also mentioned the trades (28% of the men, 
or 2.8% of all men) with jobs related to automobiles leading the list. 
Technology was also frequently mentioned (19% or 1.9% of all men) and was 
led by references to computers and electronics. 
See Table 25 for data by age group. 
Business-related occupations were more likely to be mentioned in the 
metropolitan counties (35% of the mentions in Douglas and 30% in Sarpy) 
than in the more rural counties (24% in Washington and 21% in Dodge). See 
Table 26. 
See Table 27 for detailed course interests. 
F. Interest in Personal Interest Courses 
The educational missions of Metropolitan Technical Community College 
are not limited to vocational skills. Its missions include providing a 
program of continuing education that will serve the needs of individuals and 
the community. 
Respondents not enrolled in classes, therefore, were asked, 11Would 
you be interested in personal interest type courses?" Approximately one-fourth 
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TABLE 24 
JOB SKILL COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX 
(All Respondents} 
Skill Area Male Female Total-
No. % No. % No. 
Business 16 30 33 29 49 
Office 0 0 26 23 26 
Applied arts 5 9 10 9 15 
Trades 15 28 6 5 21 
Technology 10 19 4 4 14 
Science 2 4 2 2 4 
Personal services 3 6 21 19 24 
Personal interest 2 4 2 2 4 
Health 1 2 8 7 9 
Total 54 112 166 
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TABLE 25 
JOB SKILL COURSE INTERESTS BY AGE 
~ 20 or -
Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ Total 
Skill Area No. % No_ % No. % No. % No; _% No;. % No; 
Business 0 0 3 21 11 33 19 35 9 25 7 32 49 
Office 17 1 7 6 18 8 ~5 7 19 3 14 26 
Applied arts 17 7 2 6 5 9 3 8 3 14 15 
l'rades 2 33 4 29 4 12 5 9 2 6 4 18 21 
Technology 1 17 7 3 9 3 5 5 14 1 5 14 
Science 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 2 6 0 0 4 
Personal services 0 0 2 14 5 15 11 20 4 11 2 9 24 
Personal interest 1 17 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 6 0 0 4 
Health 0 0 2 14 0 0 3 '5 2 6 2 9 9 
Total 6 14 33 55 36 22 166 
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TABLE 26 
JOB SKILL COURSE INTERESTS BY COUNTY AND CAMPUS SAMPLES 
County 
Skill Area Dodge Douglas Sarpy Washington 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 7 21 12 35 11 30 5 24 
Office 7 21 7 21 2 5 4 19 
Applied arts 3 9 1 3 4 11 4 19 
Trades 5 15 3 9 4 11 5 
Technology 2 6 2 6 6 16 2 10 
Science 1 3 2 6 3 0 0 
Personal services 5 15 4 12 7 19 3 14 
Personal interest 3 3 0 0 5 
Health 2 6 2 6 2 5 5 
Total 33 34 37 21 
Campus 
Elkhorn Southwest - Fort Omaha South Omaha 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 4 27 3 38 3 43 4 36 
Office 2 13 1 12 2 29 9 
Applied arts 2 13 0 0 0 0 9 
Trades 3 20 12 2 29 2 18 
Technology 0 0 12 0 0 1 9 
Science 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Personal services 4 27 0 0 0 0 9 
Personal interest 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 
Health 0 0 12 0 0 1 9 
Total 15 8 7 11 
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TABLE 27 
DETAILED JOB SKILL COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 
Business 16 33 3 11 19 9 7 
Banking, business 4 11 4 8 
Bookkeeping, accounting 11 2 4 3 2 
Management 2 4 2 2 2 
Merchandising, sales 3 2 2 2 
Real estate 3 2 2 2 
Self-employed business-contractor 2 1 
Personal 1 
Other 2 2 
Office 26 6 8 7 3 
Secretarial, office work 23 6 7 5 3 
Typing 2 1 
Business machines 
Applied Arts 5 10 2 5 3 3 
Art, commercial art 6 3 2 
Photography 1 
Creative writing 1 
Off-set printing 
Media specialist 
Music technician 
Other 
Trades 15 6 2 4 4 5 2 4 
Automotive parts, mechanic 6 2 3 
Welding 3 
Industrial-mechanical 2 2 
Truck driver 2 
Turf grass 
Sewing 
Farming 
Woodwork 
Other 
Technology 10 4 3 3 5 
Computers 4 4 2 2 2 
Electronics 2 1 
Engineer, power plant op. 2 
Data processing 1 
Electronics and graphic arts 
Science 2 2 2 2 
Research 1 
Biology 
Geology 
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TABLE 27 
(Continued) 
DETAILED JOB SKILL COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 
Personal Services 3 21 2 5 11 
Teaching 19 5 8 
Law enforcement 
Library 
Social work 
Consumer problems 
Personal Interest 2 2 
First aid 
Humanities 
Language arts 
Flower arranging 
Health 8 2 3 
Nursing 5 1 
Medical, pharmacy 1 
Nursing home 
Medical technology 
44 
40-49 50+ 
4 2 
4 2 
2 
2 2 
2 
of all respondents asked the question indicated they were interested in 
taking such courses; this represented 21% of all respondents, 
The proportion interested in these continuing education courses varied 
from county to county, although generally women were slightly more likely to 
be interested in such courses. For example, these courses were most popular 
in the Douglas County sample, perhaps reflecting past offerings by several 
public school districts, colleges, and other public or semi-public agencies 
(e.g., YMCA). Approximately one-third of the respondents in Douglas County 
indicated they were interested in these courses--34% of the males and 37% 
of the females. Dodge County residents were least likely to be interested 
with only 11% of the males and 18% of the females. See Table 28. 
The data in Table 29 show some variation by age groups. The youngest 
age groups had the highest proportions indicating an interest in continuing 
education courses--e.g., 50% of those 20 and under in Washington, 36% in 
Sarpy, 69% of those 21-24 in Douglas County. Interest generally declined 
after age 39. These data do not indicate those over 50 as a large pool of 
potential participants in continuing education, although attention to the 
desires of this age grou~which is increasing in numbers, could prove valuable 
to the College. 
Of the 337 respondents indicating an interest in personal interest courses, 
300 specified one or more courses for a total of 428. These courses were 
classified into 11 broad categories. The largest category for each county 
and campus neighborhood sample (as well as for males, females, and each 
age group) was applied arts. This category included various craft courses 
such as ceramics, cooking, creative \VYiting, photography, art, and sewing. 
Almost three-fourths (72%) of the women named a course in this category, 
and 38% of the men did. See Table 30. 
The second most popular category for women was personal service courses 
such as interpersonal relations, assertiveness training, and child develop-
ment; approximately 17% of the women named a course in this broad category. 
Academic subjects such as history, mathematics, current affairs, and religion 
were mentioned by 11% of the women. 
The second most popular category for men was trades which included such 
course areas as automotive mechanics, woodworking, and appliance repair; 
almost one-third (32%) of the men indicated interest in this field. Academic 
subjects ranked as the third most popular field for men (22%). 
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TABLE 28 
INTEREST IN PERSONAL INTEREST COURSES BY SEX 
(All Respondents) 
Number Total 
Asked Yes Male Female 
No. % No. % 
County, 
Dodge 278 44 8 11 36 18 
Douglas 242 87 22 34 65 37 
Sarpy 263 69 28 25 41 27 
Washington 277 63 15 20 48 24 
Campus Neighborhood 
Elkhorn 90 17 4 16 13 20 
Southwest 85 8 1 2 7 17 
Fort Omaha 90 23 7 33 16 23 
South Omaha 89 26 8 29 18 30 
Total 1!,414 336 93 244 
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TABLE 29 
INTEREST IN PERSONAL INTEREST COURSES BY AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Untier 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 ___QQ_:J:_ Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
County 
Dodge 4 27 7 26 11 25 12 24 4 9 4 11 2 3 44 
Douglas 3 21 18 69 20 49 21 43 10 26 9 38 6 12 87 
Sarpy 4 36 6 30 16 27 23 30 12 27 6 17 2 10 69 
Washington 5 50 6 30 14 44 14 44 9 19 10 22 2 4 63 
Campus Neighborhood 
Elkhorn 2 20 10 29 5 31 17 
Southwest 1 3 2 11 5 20 8 
Fort Omaha 2 40 5 56 5 42 6 40 4 31 8 23 
South Omaha 2 67 2 29 5 46 8 40 4 33 4 31 5 26 
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TABLE 30 
PERSONAL INTEREST COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX 
(All Respondents) 
Area of Interest Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. 
Business 8 10 22 10 30 
Office 0 11 5 11 
Applied arts 31 38 158 72 189 
Trades 26 32 11 5 37 
Health 0 16 7 16 
Personal servkes 10 12 36 17 46 
Academic 18 22 24 11 42 
Recreation 7 9 17 8 24 
Agriculture 2 2 2 4 
Music 11 13 15 7 26 
Computer 2 2 0 2 
RESPONDENTS 82 218 
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See Table 31 for the distribution by age, Table 32 for the distribution 
by county, and Table 33 for detailed course interests. 
G. Summary 
The surveys of residents in each of the four counties in the service 
area of Metropolitan Technical Community College and in each of the neighbor-
hoods around its current and forthcoming campuses, indicated a demand for 
the educational programs Metro Tech offers. Further, the data indicated 
some broad fields were popular with both men and women, while other fields 
attracted members of one sex or the other. In addition, some areas were of 
interest to those interested in one- or two-year programs, while other 
course interests were named by those planning to take only a few courses to 
develop or improve their job skills; still other areas were preferred by 
those desiring to take a few courses for fun or personal interest. 
These preferences have been examined above and are summarized in Table 
34. This table indicates that 8.7% of all male respondents were enrolled 
in classes and were planning to take additional courses. Business courses 
were their first priority, but this area was named by only 2.5% of all 
male respondents. Approximately 2.6% of all male respondents indicated 
they were interested in a specific occupation which they thought would 
require a one- or two-year program. Most of these respondents named occu-
pations in the trades area, but this amounted to only 1.7% of all male 
respondents. Men interested in just a few job-related courses totaled 
approximately 10.2% of all male respondents. Their primary interests were 
in business (3.0% of all male respondents) and trades (2.8%). 
For men, therefore, the most frequently mentioned course areas related 
to occupational development were: business (5.7% of all male respondents, 
trades with 5.1%, and technology including computer 4.0%). More than one-
fifth (21.6%) of the men interviewed named a course or course area of 
interest to them. 
In addition, all men not currently attending a class were asked about 
their interest in personal interest courses. Approximately 17.6% of these 
men (representing 15.5% of all male respondents) named one or more courses. 
The most popular areas were applied arts, trades, and academic or scientific 
courses. 
When courses for both career and personal interest were combined, trades 
courses dominated, followed by applied arts and business. 
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TABLE 31 
PERSONAL INTEREST COURSE INTERESTS BY AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 or 
Area of Interest Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
Business 3 18 0 0 5 8 6 7 9 22 7 14 30 
Office 6 2 4 3 5 1 2 5 2 4 11 
Applied arts 6 35 24 53 39 64 60 69 22 51 39 80 190 
Trades 0 0 11 24 3 5 10 11 4 10 9 18 37 
Health 0 0 2 4 6 10 3 3 3 7 2 4 16 
Personal services 4 24 5 11 14 23 16 18 4 10 3 6 46 
Academic 6 7 16 12 20 10 11 8 20 4 8 42 
Recreation 2 12 7 16 5 8 8 9 2 5 0 0 24 
Agriculture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 ·'I 
Music 5 29 5 11 5 8 8 9 2 2 4 26 
Computer 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Total 1l 45 61 az 41 49 
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TABLE 32 
PERSONAL INTEREST COURSE INTERESTS BY COUNTY AND CAMPUS SAMPLES 
County 
Area of Interest Dodge Douglas Sarpy Washington 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 3 7 10 13 9 16 5 9 
Office 1 2 1 2 3 4 7 
Appljed arts 29 71 56 71 27 47 31 53 
Trades 4 10 5 6 12 21 7 12 
Health 1 2 4 5 8 14 2 
Personal services 7 17 9 11 9 16 10 17 
Academic 5 12 15 19 8 14 10 17 
Recreation 3 7 10 13 2 3 3 5 
Agriculture 2 3 
Music 4 10 11 14 5 9 4 7 
Computer 1 2 
Total Persons 41 79 58 58 
Campus 
Elkhorn Southwest Fort Omaha South Omaha 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 13 6 4 
Office 3 17 
Applied arts 7 88 16 114 8 44 16 64 
Trades 13 1 7 4 22 3 12 
Health 2 8 
Personal services 1 13 7 4 22 5 20 
Academic 1 6 3 12 
Recreation 2 14 4 16 
Agriculture 
Music 2 11 
Computer 
Total Persons 8 14 18 25 
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TABLE 33 
DETAILED PERSONAL INTEREST COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21·24 25<29 30·39 40-49 50+ 
Business 8 22 3 5 6 9 7 
General business 9 3 2 3 
Bookkeeping, accounting 2 7 2 2 1 3 
Taxes 1 3 
Management 2 2 
Economics ,... 2 2 
Labor leadership 
Real estate 
Office 11 2 3 2 2 
Secretarial, office 9 3 2 
Typing 2 1 
Applied Arts 31 158 6 24 39 60 21 39 
Homemaking, home economics 2 32 6 4 15 1 8 
Art 4 26 2 4 5 6 5 8 
Sewing 28 1 6 5 12 4 
Crafts 5 22 2 5 9 3 9 
Photography 9 11 2 8 4 5 1 
Ceramics, pottery 13 3 3 5 2 
Cooking 1 12 2 5 3 2 
Creative writing 3 4 2 1 2 
Hobbies 3 4 3 3 
Stained glass .1 2 
Public speaking 
Journalism 
Wine tasting/teaching 
Architectural 
Antiques 
Trades 26 11 11 3 10 4 g 
Woodworking 8 2 4 3 
Upholstery, furniture 6 5 
Automotive mechanics 5 2 2 
Welding 3 2 1 2 1 
Mechanical work 4 2 
Electronic, engineering 3 3 
Small appliance repair 
Building trades 
Health 16 2 6 3 3 2 
Health care, hygiene 5 2 
Nursing 4 2 1 
Nutrition 
Physical therapy 
Medical courses 
X·Rays 
Infant care 
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TABLE 33 
(Continued) 
DETAILED PERSONAL INTEREST COURSE INTERESTS BY SEX AND AGE 
(All Respondents) 
20 and 
Male Female Under 21-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 
Health -continued 
First aid 
Food service 
Personal Services 10 36 4 5 14 16 4 3 
Interpersonal relations, psychology 3 17 2 5 5 6 2 
Assertiveness, self-help 2 6 1 2 3 
Teaching 2 4 1 3 
Child development 4 2 2 
Remedial reading, reading 2 2 
Social work, help deaf 2 
Foster parent training 2 
Law enforcement 
Academic 18 24 7 12 10 8 4 
Languages 3 6 3 3 2 
History 2 6 4 1 
Religion 1 4 2 2 
Humanities, philosophy 2 2 2 
Math 2 2 1 
Science 2 
International affairs 3 
Current event 
Meteorology 
Geology 
Sociology 
G.E.D. 
Liberal Arts 
Recreation 7 17 2 7 5 8 2 
Sports, exercise 7 16 2 7 5 7 2 
Backpacking 
Agriculture 2 2 3 
Animal care 
Insecticide use 
Gardening, horticulture 
Music 11 15 5 5 5 8 2 
Music, instrumental music 7 9 4 3 2 5 2 
Dancing 5 2 2 2 
Drama and theatre 1 1 
Recording 1 
Computer 2 
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TABLE 34 
SUMMARY OF INTEREST IN COURSES BY SEX 
(All ResQondenls! 
Male IN= 5291 Female (N = 1094) 
Future Classes Job Training Personal Future Classes Job Training Personal 
of Current Program Job Skills Interest of Current , Program Job Skills Interest 
Students (1-2 Veers) Courses Courses Total* Students (1-2 Years) Coutses Courses Total* 
Type of Course (b .. 6) (0.9) (0.10) (0. 17) (0. 61 (0.9) (0.10) (0. 17) 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Business 13 2.5 1 .2 16 3.0 8 1.5 38 16.6 14 1.3 15 1.4 33 3.0 22 2.0 84 15.4 
Office - - -
-
- -
- -
- - 2 .2 8 .7 26 2.4 11 1.0 47 8.6 
Applied arts 4 .8 1 .2 5 .9 31 5.9 41 17.9 4 .4 7 .6 10 .9 158 14.4 179 32.8 
Trades 3 .6 9 1.7 15 2.8 26 4.9 53 23.1 - - - - 6 .5 11 1.0 17 3.1 
Tech no I ogy /computer 9 1.7 2 .4 10 1.9 2 .4 23 10.0 2 .2 8 .7 4 .4 - - 14 2.6 
Health 3 .6 - - 1 .2 - - 4 1.7 12 1.1 11 1.0 8 .7 16 1.5 47 8.6 
Personal services 7 1.3 1 .2 3 .6 10 1.9 21 9.2 12 1.1 4 .4 21 1.9 36 3.3 73 13.4 
en Personal Interest 2 .4 - - 2 .4 - - 4 1.7 3 .3 - - 2 .2 - - 5 .9 
.,_ Academic/sdence 5 .9 
- -
2 .4 18 3.4 25 10.9 15 1.4 
- -
2 .2 24 2.2 41 7.5 
Recreation - - - - - - 7 1.3 7 3.1 - - - -
-
- 17 1.6 17 3.1 
Agriculture - - - - - - 2 .4 2 .9 -
-
4 .4 - - 2 .2 6 1.1 
Music 
- -
- - -
- 11 2.1 11 4.8 - - - - - - 15 1.4 15 2.8 
Total Persons 46 8.7 14 2.6 54 10.2 82 15.5 229 64 5.9 57 5.2 112 10.2 218 19.9 545 
*Percentages in the total columns add to 100% and represent the proportion each course area is of all courses named by a sex; other column percentages represent the proportion of all males or females 
citing an interest in the course area. 
Women varied from men in both their propensity for different types of 
education and the course areas they preferred. Approximately 5.9% of all 
female respondents were enrolled in classes and planned to take further 
instruction. Their predominant interest was in academic/science courses 
(1.4% of all female respondents) and in business (1.3%). Proportionately, 
twice as many women as men said they were interested in one- or two-year 
job training programs (5. 2% of all female respondents). Their primary 
career interests were in business (1.4%) and health (1.0%). Approximately 
one out of every ten women interviewed (10.2%) indicated an interest in 
job-related courses. Business, again, was the area most frequently men-
tioned, followed by office skills (3. 0% and 2. 4%., respectively) . 
Proportionately,as many women as men named a specific course interest 
related to an occupational area (21.3% of the women and 21.6% of the men). 
Business courses were also the most frequently named area for each sex 
(5.7%). Women named personal service courses (usually related to teaching) 
second most frequently (3.4%) and office skills third with 3.3%. 
Approximately 22.3% of currently non-enrolled females (or 19.9% of all 
female respondents) indicated an interest in one or more personal interest 
courses, with applied arts courses the predominant area of interest. 
When all course interests were summed,the applied arts remained of 
most interest with business second and personal services third. 
Although these data should be of assistance to Metro Tech planners, 
several caveats should be noted. As all users of needs assessments based 
on statements of interest know (or come to learn), actual behavior may not 
correspond perfectly with verbalized intentions. In addition, the time frame 
in most of these questions was three years, and interests or intentions 
can change in that period of time. Neither the respondent nor his/her 
environmental conditions (e.g., the economy) are likely to be the same in 
1980 or 1981 as in 1979 when the interviews were done. 
In addition, methodological problems must be considered, such as sampling 
procedures,* normal sampling error, and coding or classification problems. 
Nevertheless, these data can be helpful in planning the future of 
Metropolitan Technical Community College. 
*This analysis has combined respondents drawn from eight samples with 
different proportions of the population represented and therefore does not 
constitute a proportionate sample of Metro Tech's four-county service area. 
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APPENDIX I 
METHODOLOGY 
TELEPHONE SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
The samples for the telephone surveys of residents in Douglas, Sarpy, 
Washington and Dodge Counties were drawn from area telephone directories. For 
Douglas County the Omaha Telephone Directory was used. The pages and columns 
to be used were determined by use of a random number table. Then the residential 
listings were picked by again using a random number table on the designated 
pages and columns. Numbers were excluded from Sarpy County, Bellevue, and 
Carter Lake even though they are included in the directory. Three hundred 
pages and columns were designated and two random numbers picked from each. 
The Omaha South-Southwest Suburban Telephone Directory was used for 
Sarpy County. This included listings for Bellevue, La Vista, Papillion, 
Gretna, and Springfield. There were 314 columns, and two random numbers were 
pulled using a random number table from each column where residential listings 
were available. 
Dodge County listings were pulled from the Nebraska Regional Telephone 
Directory including Fremont and nearby communities. Three random numbers 
were pulled from each column for the sections covering Snyder, North Bend, 
Scribner, Dodge, (excluding West Point numbers), and Fremont (excluding 
Lesbaraand Fontenelle). 
The Nebraska Regional Telephone Directory was also used for Washington 
County, pulling ten random numbers from each column of listings for Blair 
and Ft. Calhoun, Herman (omitting Tekamah), and Arlington (omitting Elkhorn, 
Eagle, and Valley). 
This procedure resulted in a pool of about 600 listings per county 
which resulted in about 300 completed interviews in each. Table 1 shows the 
results of interviews in the four counties. 
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Table l 
County Samples Results 
Douglas Sarpy Dodge Washington 
Total II' s 562 580 604 600 
Completed Interviews 286 334 301 300 
Refused 133 116 154 142 
Disconnected 77 73 72 62 
Not reached after 
several (2-4) calls 66 57 77 96 
The refusal rate on this survey was influenced by a variety of factors. 
Individuals who are not interested in a particular subject usually will not 
spend four to eight minutes on the telephone answering questions about it. 
Older persons and those with low academic achievement are especially likely to 
refuse "a survey on education" (as the introduction said). In addition a 
considerable number of people will not answer questions over the telephone 
about their personal activi tie.s. Added to this are the individuals who simply 
will not answer telephone surveys under any circumstances. 
The samples for the interviews in the vicinity of the Metropolitan 
Technical Community College campuses were drawn by a different method. The 
sample for the new Elkhorn Valley campus at 204th and Dodge was drawn from the 
Omaha Northwest Suburban Telephone Directory from the Elkhorn listings, using 
a random number table to obtain eight listings from each column. This source 
was used for this campus because it is the most comprehensive list available 
for the area. The boundaries are approximately County Road #17 on the north, 
154th Street on the east, Pacific Street on the south, and County Road #84 
on the west. 
The three remaining urban campus locations were sampled with a different 
procedure in order to confine the interviews to those individuals who resided 
within a two-mile square around the campus. Boundaries for the Fort Omaha 
campus are: I-680 on the north, the Missouri River and 2nd Street East on 
the east, Blando on the south, and 52nd Street and Mormon Bridge Road on the west. 
The South Omaha campus boundaries are: Bancroft Street on the north, the 
Missouri River on the east, Giles Road and Childs Road on the south, and 50th 
Street on the west. The Southwest campus boundaries are: Pacific on the north, 
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108th Street on the east, Harrison Street on the south, and 156th Street on 
the west. 
A random number table was used to determine a combination of numbers for 
street locations and then a cluster of two numbers was randomly selected at 
these locations. The telephone listings were pulled from the Street Address 
Telephone Directory. Table 2 shows the results of the sampling. 
Table 2 
Campus Neighborhood Sample Results 
Elkhorn 
Fort Omaha South Omaha Southwest Valley 
Total II' s 197 217 198 197 
Completed Interviews 100 100 100 105 
Refused 62 47 37 40 
Disconnected 10 9 3 20 
Not reached after 
several (2-4) calls 25 61 58 32 
Again,the refusal rate was fairly high for the same reasons as previously 
stated. The interviews of county residents were done from November 23, 1979 
to January 14, 1980. Interviewing of residents in the campus neighborhoods 
was done from December 26, 1979 to January 15, 1980. 
INTERVIEWING PROCEDURE 
Interviewers were instructed that each telephone number should be called 
a minimum of two times, one of which was to be in the evening or on the weekend. 
Many numbers were called as many as four times in order to obtain the desired 
number of completed interviews. Evening and weekend calls were encouraged 
in order to reach more men and families where everyone worked during the day. 
Interviews were to be done with respondents age 18 and older. To determine 
which adult individual in the household was to be interviewed, a random selection 
system was used. At the beginning of the interview the question was asked 
11 How many people in your house are 18 years of age and over?" Each interview 
sheet had a three-digit number selected from the following series: 123, 132, 
213, 231, 312, 321. A 1 represented the lady of the house (female head of 
household). A 2 represented the man of the house (male head of the household). 
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A 3 represented other (the one closest to 18 years of age). The number which 
appeared first in the sequence was the individual to be interviewed if possible: 
e.g., if the sequence were 213 _an.;! two·or more.adults were in the household, 
the interviewer asked for the man of the house. If the designated person was 
not available, the second designated person was requested, and if he/she was 
unavailable any eligible household member would be accepted as the respondent. 
If the number sequence began with a 2, the initial telephone call was to be 
in the evening or on a weekend in order to increase the probability of the 
man of the house being home. Forty-six percent (46%) of the interviews were 
completed after 6:00 p.m. or on the weekend. This system was used to facilitate 
the chances of reaching a variety of respondents in a variety of age ranges. 
SAMPLING ERROR 
Table 3 presents the approximate sampling error of a proportion reported 
in random samples of various sizes. The formula 1.96~, where p equals 
the reported proportion, q equals 1 - p, and n equals the number of interviews 
upon which the proportion is based, can be used to estimate the sampling error 
for any proportion or percentage reported in the text. 
Number of Interviews 
upon Which Percentage 
is Based (n) 
30 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
Table 3 
APPROXIMATE SAMPLING ERROR~/ 
Reported Percentage (p or 
50 70 or 30 80 or 20 
18 16 14 
14 13 11 
10 9 8 
8 7 6 
7 6 6 
6 6 5 
6 5 5 
q) 
90 or 10 
11 
8 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
~/The chances are 95 in 100 that in a random sample the value being 
estimated lies within a range equal to the reported percentage plus or 
minus the number of percentage points shown. The formula used to calculate 
these values is: .fPC! 
1. 96"-;-> 
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APPENDIX II 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ID# ________________________ __ 
COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Hello I'm from the Center for Applied Urban Research. 
education and I'd like to ask you a few questions. How many 
We're 
people 
are 18 years of age and over? ____ ~~--------~~------~~------~-
1. Are you currently taking any classes, training, or instruction? 
Yes 
r 
No __ -o---
,l, 
Q. 7 (blue) 
2. Who is offering this instruction? (Name of institution) 
doing a survey on 
in your household 
3. Is this instruction to be applied to a degree or certificate, to improve job 
skills,or is it for personal interest? 
Degree/Certificate. ________ _ 
Job skills. __________ _ 
Personal interest __________ _ 
4. What are you taking? 
5. After you complete this instruction or program, do you plan to take any other 
classes in the next 3 years? 
Yes ______ ~---------
1 
No /Don 1 t Know 
,£.:---------
Q. 23 (yellow) 
6. What type of classes or program would you be interested in? 
"' ----------------------------~~J}_~z~~~£~L-----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DO NOT ASK 
14. Last attended __________ _ 
15. Was it high school ___ , college __ , vo/tech __ , on-job training __ 
personal interest , correspondence __ ? 
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7. Even though you are not now attending any classes, do you have an interest in 
taking any type of college or vocational/technical classes in the next 3 years? 
Yes. _____ _ 
l 
No ____ _ 
J, Q. 14 
8, Are you interested in a program leading to a four-year degree, a 1 or 2 year 
program of career training, or a few courses to develop or improve your 
skills related to a job? 
4 yr. degree~----
1 
1-2 yr. program~----- few courses_~-----
.J, 
Q. 10 . (advance degree or 
certificate renewal~-­
J, 
Q. 14 
... 
Q. 9 
9. What specific job or occupation are you interested in? (Specify) 
-l-Q. 11 
10. lihat type of job skills are you most interested in? (Specify - Probe) 
.J, 
Q. 11 
11. If you were to enroll in any classes, would you like help with: 
a. career counseling? Yes -------- No _____ __ 
b. employment placement services? Yes _______ _ No ___ _ 
c. financial aid information? Yes ------- No ____ _ 
d. anything else? Yes _____ No _____ __ 
12. How far would you be willing to travel, one-way, to attend classes? 
(distance) ___________ ~----------------------------------------
J. 
Q. 14 
14. When was the last time you took any classes, training, or instruction? 
(Year) ____ _ 
15. Was that in: high school , college ____ , vocational or trade school ___ _ 
on-job training ____ , personal-interest. ___ ~or correspondence (homestudy) _____ __ 
,16. Would you be interested in personal interest type courses? 
Yes. ______ _ No/Don't know 
----~~-----------------
Q. 23 (yellow) 
17. What type of courses would you be most interested in? (Specify- Probe) 
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23. Now I'd like to aak you a few questions about some of the schools in the area. 
If a friend or relative asked you for advice on where to take technical or 
vocational courses, are there any schools you would suggest? 
Yes ___ _ No/Don't Know ___ _ 
J. Q. 25 
24. Which ones? 
-------------------------------------------------------
(if Metro mentioned, go to Q. 28, if Metro NOT mentioned go to Q. 25) 
25. Metropolitan Technical Community College in Omaha offers several types of 
educational programs. Were you aware it offers technical and vocational 
courses? 
Yes. ___ _ No ____ _ 
.J,. 
Q. 36 
28. How did you learn about Metropolitan Technical Community College? 
DO NOT READ 
a) A H.S. teacher or counselor e) TV 
b) Metro counselor 
c) Friend or relati~v~e~·-
f) New-s~p~a~p-ers __ _ 
g) Brochures 
d) Radio --- h) Other (spe-c-~"'· f""y-.::,}~--------
29. Were you aware Metropolitan Technical Community College offers career 
counseling services? 
Yes'------- No. _____ _ 
30. Overall, how well is Metro Tech Community College serving the public's 
needs? Would you say they are doing an excellent, good, fair, or poor job? 
Excellent __ _ Good __ _ Fair 
--
Poor 
--
Don 1 t Know 
--
31. Are there any educational needs that you feel_Metro Tech 
Community College should be attempting to meet, but is not meeting now? 
Yes No/DK 
.J,.'c---
Q. 32 
3la. What is that? ___________________________ ___ 
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32. The people at Metro Tech Community College are concerned about whether 
people have heard about their different campuses. Could you tell me 
where they are located? 
Don't Know 
----
or (Check campus identified) 
DO NOT READ 
Fort Omaha 
South Omaha 
(North Omaha) 
(South Omaha) 
Southwest (West Omaha) 
Elkhorn (206th & W. Dodge) 
Industrial Training Center --------------
Other: 
IF KNEW LOCATION OF SOUTH OMAHA CAMPUS, ASK Q. 33; IF NOT GO TO Q. 36. 
33. Has anyone in your household used any of the services offered by the 
South Omaha campus? Yes No ~----------
.Jt l;> Q. 36 
33a. What were these services? 
-------------------------------
Just a few more questions for classification purposes. 
36. What was the last grade you completed in school? 
DO NOT READ: Less than high school graduate _____ , high school graduate ____ __ 
some college _____ ,, college graduate -------
37. Is your age: 20 or under ___ , 21-24 _____ , 25-29 
----' 30-39 
40-49 50-59 _____ , 60 and over ______ ? 
38. We like to look at the results by broad income groups. Is your family 
income less than $15,000 or is it $15,000 or more? 
Less than $15,000 ______ __ 
38a. Is it less than $10,000 or 
$10,000 or more? 
less more 
---- ------
10 10-15 ---- 15-25 
$15,000 or more ___ _ 
38b. Is it less than $25,000 or is 
it $25,000 or more? 
less more 
-------
------- 25+ 
black 39. Is your race or ethnic group, white 
---- -------
or other (specify) 
40. What is your zip code? 
-------------
DO NOT ASK 
41. Sex: Male _____ _ Female -------
THANK YOU 
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APPENDIX III 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
(Table A) 
TABLE A 
SUMMARY OF COUNTY AND NEIGHBORHOOD SAMPLES 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so SW ELK 
How many people in your household are 
18 years of age and over? 
1 18% 18% 23% 14% 23% 24% 7% 10% 
2 64 63 62 67 47 46 48 70 
3 11 15 9 12 20 16 28 18 
4 6 4 4 4 8 12 13 
5+ 1 1 3 2 2 2 4 2 
1. Are you currently taking any classes, 
training or instructions? 
"' '-J 
Yes 15 21 7 7 10 8 14 14 
No 85 79 93 93 90 92 86 86 
2. Who is offering this instruction? 
Metro 1 2 
* 
1 - 1 - 4 
Other Colleges 10 11 3 4 4 1 10 6 
Other 4 7 4 2 6 6 4 5 
(INAP /NA) (85%) (80%) (93%) (93%) (90%) (92%) (86%) (86%) 
3. Is this instruction to be applied to 
a degree or certificate, to improve 
job skills, or is it for personal 
interest? 
Degree/Certificate 8 10 2 4 7 5 8 5 
Job Skills 4 5 3 1 3 2 3 5 
Personal Interest 2 4 2 1 - 1 3 5 
(INAP) (85%) (80%) (93%) (93%) (90%) (42%) (86%) (86%) 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so SW ELK 
4. What are you taking? 
5. After you complete this instruction 
or program, do you plan to take any 
other classes in the next 3 years? 
Yes 11 13 5 5 3 2 6 6 
No/Don't Know 4 8 2 2 7 6 8 9 
(INAP) (85%) (79%) (93%) (93%) (90%) (92%) (86%) (86%) 
6. What type of classes or program 
would you be interested in? See TABLE 
7. Even though you are not now 
~ 
attending any classes, do you have 00 
an interest in taking any type of 
college or vocational/technical 
classes in the next 3 years? 
Yes 26 32 20 18 23 24 15 26 
No 59 47 73 76 67 68 71 60 
(Currently Enrolled) (15%) (21%) (7%) (7%) (10%) (8%) (14%) (14%) 
8. Are you interested in a program 
leading to a four-year degree, a 
1 or 2 year program of career 
training, or a few courses to 
develop or improve your skills 
related to a job? 
1-2 year program 5 7 4 4 10 6 - 4 
Few courses 13 13 12 7 7 12 10 15 
4-year degree 3 7 1 3 4 3 3 2 
Advanced degree/certificate 5 6 2 4 - 3 2 3 
(INAP) (74%) (68%) (81%) (83%) (79%) (76%) (85%) (76%) 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
9. What specific job or occupation are 
you interested in? See TABLE 
10. What type of job skills are you most 
interested in? See TABLE 
11. If you were to enroll in any classes, 
would you like help with: 
a. Career counseling Yes 9 6 4 6 12 9 2 2 
Yes No 9 11 11 5 5 8 8 17 
(INAP) (82%) (82%) (85%) (89%) (83%) (83%) (90%) (81%) 
b. Employment placement Yes 7 6 6 5 9 6 1 5 
No 11 12 9 6 8 12 9 14 
0' (INAP) (82%) (82%) (85%) (89%) (83%) (82%) (90%) (81%) 
"' 
c. Financial aid 
information Yes 8 5 6 6 12 7 2 7 
No 10 13 9 5 5 ll 9 12 
(INAP) (82%) (82%) (85%) (89%) (83%) (82%) (89%) (81%) 
12. How far would you be willing to 
travel, one-way, to attend classes? 
Median distance (miles) 10 10 20 25 10 6 10 10 
14. When was the last time you took any 
classes, training, or instruction? 
<50 17 8 22 19 33 30 14 16 
SO's 6 10 11 14 8 7 l3 7 
60's 11 13 12 20 12 1.5 25 15 
70-74 14 16 12 14 11 8 16 16 
75-79 37 32 32 24 26 32 18 32 
(INAP /NA) (_15%) (22%) (11%) (8%) (10%) (8%) (14%) (13%1 
' 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
15. Was that in: 
High school 27 25 42 38 47 45 22 30 
College 34 37 23 23 16 15 54 33 
Vocational or trade school 10 6 16 16 16 14 5 12 
On-job training 9 6 6 7 5 7 3 5 
Personal-interest 5 4 3 7 4 10 1 3 
Correspondence - 1 1 1 - - - 1 
(INAP /NA) (15%) (22%) (9%) (8%) (12%) (9%) (15%) (15%) 
16. Would you be interested in personal 
interest type courses? 
" 0 Yes 30 21 15 21 23 26 8 16 
No/DK 54 58 78 72 67 63 77 70 
(INAP /NA) (15%) (21%) (8%) (7%) (10%) (11%) (15%) (14%) 
17. What type of courses would you be 
most interested in? See TABLE 
23-4. Now I'd like to ask you a few 
questions about some of the schools 
in the area. If a friend or relative 
asked you for advice on where to take 
technical or vocational courses, are 
there any schools you would suggest? 
Metro 48 42 14 25 32 23 50 70 
Other community college 2 3 30 13 1 - 1 9 
Other school 13 22 18 24 13 12 7 7 
No recommendation 44 42 51 50 58 69 44 25 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
25. Metropolitan Technical Community 
College in Omaha offers several 
types of educational programs. 
Were you aware it offers technical 
and vocational courses? 
(Rec Metro) (48%) (42%) (14%) (25%) (32%) (23%) (50%) (70%) 
Yes 40 39 42 51 42 40 39 19 
No 12 19 44 24 26 37 21 11 
28. How did you learn about Metropolitan 
Technical Community College? 
'" A high school teacher or ,... 
counselor 3 4 3 4 5 5 3 2 
Metro Counselor 
* 
1 1 
* 
1 - 2 1 
Friend or relative 33 36 23 34 39 26 31 40 
Radio 4 2 1 5 6 6 18 15 
TV 7 8 6 12 9 14 27 10 
Newspapers 35 33 20 30 29 24 26 33 
Brochures 5 6 2 3 3 5 - 10 
Other 19 12 10 12 15 7 14 10 
See it being built 
- - - - - - -
13 
29. Were you aware Metropolitan Tech-
nical Community College offers 
vocational testing and career 
counseling? 
Yes 47 40 24 32 32 29 26 43 
No 41 41 32 44 42 34 52 46 
(Unaware of Metro /NA) (13%) (20%) (44%) (24%) (26%) (37%) (22%) (11%) 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
30. Overall, how well is Metro Tech 
Community College serving the 
public's needs? Would you say 
they are doing an excellent, good, 
fair, or poor job? 
Excellent 16 11 5 9 13 14 8 11 
Good 47 34 24 35 37 27 40 50 
Fair 6 5 7 3 6 8 8 2 
Poor 1 
* * 
1 - - 1 2 
Don't Know 19 29 20 27 18 14 22 24 
(INAP/DK) (12%) (20%) (45%) (24%) (26%) (37%) (21%) (11%) 
.._, 31. Are there any educational needs that N 
you feel Metro Tech Community College 
should be attempting to meet, but is 
not meeting now? 
Yes 7 4 4 6 4 5 3 4 
No/DK 81 75 51 70 69 58 76 83 
(INAP /NA) (12%) (20%) (45%) (24%) (27%) (37%) (21%) (13%) 
3la. What is that? 
32. The people at Metro Tech Community 
College are concerned about whether 
people have heard about their different 
campuses. Could you tell me where 
they are located? 
Know one or more 73 60 15 39 60 51 73 82 
Don't know 15 21 40 37 14 12 6 7 
(Unaware/NA) (12%) (19%) (45%) (24%) (26%) (37%) (21%) (11%) 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
32. (Continued) 
Fort Omaha: know 54 32 9 28 57 31 24 42 
South Omaha: know 36 43 5 8 23 49 29 18 
Southwest: know 56 40 8 20 26 26 73 70 
Elkhorn: know 8 5 4 9 3 6 6 66 
Industrial Training Center: know 1 1 
* 
1 1 - - 2 
33. Has anyone in your household used 
any of the services offered by the 
Southwest campus? 
...., Yes - - - - 17 4 11 23 
w No - - - - 40 44 58 47 
(Unaware/NA) - - - - (43%) (52%) (31%) (30%) 
33a. What were these services? 
34. Are you aware that Metro Technical 
Community College is moving their 
Southwest campus from 132nd and I 
to 206th and Do~ge? 
Yes - - - - - - 10 73 
No - - - - - - 71 12 
(Unaware/NA) - - - - - - (19%) (14%) 
35. Do you think this new location on 
206th is more convenient, as, or 
less convenient than their current 
one of 132nd? 
More convenient - - - - - - 4 78 
As convenient - - - - - - 13 6 
Less convenient - - - - - - 63 5 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so SW ELK 
35a. Would this new location make you less 
likely to attend? 
Less likely - - - - - - 29 1 
As likely/unlikely - - - - - - 32 4 (INAP /NA) - - - - - - (39%) (95%) 
36. What was the last grade you completed 
in school? 
Less than high school graduate 10 10 18 16 22 21 2 7 
High school graduate 39 33 52 47 54 60 26 45 
-.J Some college 23 28 18 16 18 11 29 20 
""' College graduate 27 28 13 19 5 8 41 28 
37. Is your age: 
20 or under 8 5 6 5 7 5 8 5 
21-24 14 8 10 7 15 7 5 11 
25-29 18 20 15 11 12 13 14 17 
30-39 20 31 19 27 16 22 24 35 
40-49 14 19 16 17 14 13 19 15 
50-59 9 11 13 16 12 15 26 10 
60+ 9 11 13 16 12 15 26 10 
38. [Income] 
<$10,000 9 10 14 14 25 21 1 5 
$10-$15,000 15 19 17 16 18 19 6 12 
Less than $15,000 (unspecified) 4 1 2 3 1 1 - 1 
$15-$25,000 31 34 33 38 36 34 51 31 
$25,000+ 29 28 14 18 10 8 39 35 
-~r $15,000 (unspecified) 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 6 
NA 8 7 19 9 9 16 1 10 
TABLE A (Continued) 
Doug. Sarpy DOD Wash. FO so sw ELK 
39. Is your race or ethnic group: 
V.'hite 94 95 98 99 75 77 96 98 
Black 5 4 
* 
- 25 10 2 1 
Other 1 1 - 1 - 12 2 
(NA) - - (2%) - - (1%) - (1%) 
40. What is your zip? 
41. Sex 
Male 28 44 27 27 25 33 53 30 
Female 72 56 73 73 75 67 47 70 
.._, 
"' 
APPENDIX IV 
CODE BOOK 
CODING INSTRUCTION 
FOR EDUCATION SURVEY (for Metro Tech) 
Question Column Variable Variable Label Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
1 1 
2-4 2 
5 3 
1 6 4 
2 7-8 5 
3 9 6 
County I 
Neighborhood 
Case number 
1. Dodge 
2. Douglas 
3. Sarpy 
4. Washington 
5. Elkhorn 
6. Southwest 
7. Fort Omaha 
8. South Omaha 
No. of 18 or over (Code as is) 
Current class 
Who offer 
Instruction for 
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1. Yes 
2. No 
01. Metro 
02. 
See page 85 for 
complete list 
1. Degree 
2. Skills 
3. Interest 
4. Skills and interest 
5. Degree and skills 
6. Degree and interest 
Question Column Variable Variable Label 
9 
4 10-11 7 Taking what 
5 12 8 
6 13-14 9 
7 15 10 
8 16 ll 
17-18 12 
10 19-20 13 
Take other class 
Class interested 
in 
Interested in 
taking 
Program 
interested in 
Job or 
occupation 
interested in 
Job skills 
interested in 
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Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
01. 
1. Yes 
See page 86 for 
complete list and 
recode list 
2. No/don't know 
(Same as for variable 7) 
l. Yes 
2. No 
l. 4 year degree 
2. 1-2 year program 
3. Few courses 
4. Advance degree or certificate renewal 
01. 
01. 
See page 87 for 
complete list and 
recode list 
See page 88 for 
complete list and 
recode list 
Question Column Variable Variable Label 
11.a 21 14 Help counseling 
11. b 22 15 Help placement 
11. c 23 16 Help financial 
11. d 24 17 Help any other 
12 25-26 18 Miles to class 
14 27-28 19 Year last class 
15 29 20 Place last class 
Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
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1. Yes 
2. No 
1. Yes 
2. No 
1. Yes 
2. No 
1. Info 
2. Babysitter 
3. Sit in a class free before taking it 
(Code as is, 99=not very far) 
(If range is given, take upper range) 
99=not far, in town, neighborhood 
98=~ mile 
97=half hour drive 
96=100 miles or more 
95=doesn't matter 
Code 
99 = 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
last 2 digits (e.g., 74=1974) 
don't remember 
pre 1'120 
1920's 
1930's 
1940 IS 
1950's 
1. High school (junior school, less than high) 
2. College 
3. Trade school 
4. On-job training 
5. Personal interest 
6. Correspondence 
Question 
16 
17 
23 
24 
25 
28. 
Column 
30 
31-32 
33-34 
35 
36-37 
38-39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Variable 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Variable Label 
Personal interest 
courses 
Courses 
interested 1 
Courses 
interested 2 
Suggest school 
Which school 1 
Which school 2 
(If Metro 
mentioned, Code 
Metro at variable 
25) 
Aware Metro 
courses 
How learn Metro 
" 
" 
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Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
1. Yes 
2. No/don't know 
01. 
See page 89 for 
complete list and 
recode list 
1. Yes 
2. No/don't know 
01. Metro 
02. 
1. Yes 
2. No 
See page 91 for 
complete list 
1. AHS teacher 
2. Metro counselor 
3. Friend or relative 
4. Radio 
5. TV 
6. Newspaper 
7. Brochures 
8. Other (GI Bill, attended, advertising, 
live near, don't remember, etc.) 
Question Column Variable Variable Label 
29 44 31 Aware Metro 
Counseling 
30 45 32 Rate Metro 
31 46 33 Metro defect 
31. a 47-48 34 What defect 
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Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
1. Yes 
2. No 
1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. Fair 
4. Poor 
5. Don't know 
1. Yes 
2. No/DK 
01. 
See page 92 for 
complete list 
Question Column Variable Variable Label Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
32 49 35 Metro Campuses 1. Don't know 
9. Know some 
50 36 
51 37 
52 38 
53 39 
54 40 
55 41 
Fort Omaha 1. Yes 
9. No 
South Omaha 1. Yes 
9. No 
Southwest 1. Yes 
9. No 
Elkhorn 1. Yes 
9. No 
Industrial center 1. Yes 
9. No 
Other campuses 1. High school (_sj 
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2. Fremont 
3. Offutt Air Force Base, Bellevue 
4. Blair 
5. Fremont and_B.lair 
6. Offutt and High school 
9. No 
Question Column Variable 
33 64 48 
33a 65-66 49 
34 67 50 
35 68 51 
35a 69 52 
Variable Label 
Used southwest 
campus 
Services by 
s. w. campus 
Moving S.W. 
campus 
New location 
convenient 
Less likely to 
attend 
Value Label (O~no answer or not applicable) 
1. Yes 
01. 
1. Yes 
2. No 
See page 9 3 for 
complete list 
1. l·1ore convenient 
2. As convenient 
3. Less convenient 
1. Yes 
2. No 
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Question Column Variable Variable Label Value Label (O=no answer or not applicable) 
36 56 42 Last grade 1. High school 
2. High school graduate (vocational school) 
3. Some college 
4. College graduate (post graduate) 
37 57 43 Age 1. 20 or under 
2. 21-24 
3. 25-29 
4. 30-39 
5. 40-49 
6. 50-59 
7. 60 and over 
38 58 44 Income (OOOs) 1. Below 10 
2. 10-15 
3. 15-25 
4. Over 25 
5. Below 15 
6. Over 15 
39 59 45 Race 1. White 
2. Black 
3. Other 
40 60-62 46 Zip (Code last 3 digits, e.g., 68144=144) 
41 63 47 Sex 1. Male 
2. Female 
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Question 2 
01. Metro 
02. UNO 
03. UNL 
04. Army Reserve Training 
05. Creighton 
06. Locksmith Institute 
07. Kearney State College 
08. Offut Air Force Base (PACE) USAF 
09. Nebraska College of Business 
10. Bellevue College 
11. Pilgrim Lutheran Church, BethEl Synagogue 
12. Bellevue High School (Adult class) 
13. International Correspondence School 
14. Private company, Harry Koch Insurance, Commercial Fed. Sav. 
15. OPS , h:tgh schools 
16. Other .private business 
17. Fed. Government, State of Nebraska, CETA 
18. UNMC 
19. Midland College 
20. University of Nebraska Med Center (Nursing) 
21. Dana College 
22. Red Cross, Dodge Co. Memorial Hospital 
23. Univ. of S. Dakota 
24. Wayne State 
25. University of Mississippi 
26. Prarie St.q_te. Nursing; School 
27. U. Okla. 
28. Institute for the Blind 
29. Southern Electrical Institute 
30. OIC 
31. Boys Town 
32. Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
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Recode 
1 
4 
7 
6 
8 
7 
6 
1 
4 
4 
8 
9 
1 
1 
9 
8 
7 
2 
6 
1 
8 
7 
9 
8 
1 
7 
9 
7 
5 
5 
5 
7 
7 
3 
7 
6 
7 
1 
9 
3 
9 
7 
6 
7 
3 
6 
5 
5 
3 
3 
8 
7 
9 
8 
Question 4, 6 Recode 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
OS. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
so. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
Business, business law 5 56. Military school 
Auto mechanics 1 57. Camp administration 
Chemistry 9 58. Dancing 
Dental School 3 59. Photography 
Public Administration 3 60. Tole painting 
Statistics 4 61. Welding 
Nursing, nurs·ing admini.s:tration 9 62. Income tax 
Personnel 9 63. Braille 
Locksmith 4 64. refrigeration, electrician 
Small engine repair 2 65. Secretary, clerical 
Social work, gerontology, social problems, sociology, 
Philosophy of Christian womenhood 7 66. C.J. 
Bookkeeping, accounting, tax seminar 2 67. Keypunch 
Management, managerial skills 4 68. Bldg. Trades (heating, air cond. 
Bible study, Torah reading 4 69. Truck driving welding) 
Counseling or family education 7 70. liberal arts, religion,accounting 
Micro-biology history, everything 
shorthand, stenography 3 71. Home economics 
Speech pathology 6 72. Physical therapy 
License in insurance, underwriting, insurance course 
Elementary school arts 9 73. Lamaze 
Law 2 7 4. Typing 
Savings courses, & loan, cqns_umer counseling 
Education, elementary education, P.E. 8 75. 
Advertising & management 4 76. 
English, literature, Spanish 5 77. 
Anything useful 
Defense system management, air command 
Economics 
Applied Computer science, 
Drafting design technology 
Computer, computer science 
Math 
Science, electronics 
Art & ceramics, art, commercial art, pottery 
GED, general courses,basics 
respiratory therapy 
psychology,behavioral science 
Real estate 
Slimnastics, swimming, judo 
Sewing 
First aid 
Research 
Med technology 
History 
Composition, writing, creative writing 
Med school, doctor 
Solar 6lingr. 
Engr. , engr (_chemi.cal, civil, Jllech.) , plastics 
Journalism 
Music, piano 
Library science 
Travel agent 
Agriculture 
Fire technology 
Recode Categories 
1. Business 
2. Office 
3. Applied Arts 
4. Trades 
5. Technology 
6. Health 
7. Academic 
8. Personal Services 
9. Personal Interest 
Creighton Student taking pol.,sociology, French, English, Tennis 
Flower arranging, cake decorating 
Cosmetology 
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Question 9 Recode 
01. Art courses, arts & crafts 3 
02. Bookkeeping, accounting 1 
03. Solar heating 5 
04. Medical secretary 2 
05. LPN, nursing 6 
06. Computer programming, IBM 5 
07. Business, banking 1 
08. Med. assist. 6 
09. Aircraft maintenance & hospital equip. repairs 4 
10. Photography 3 
11. Auto mechanic, diesel mechanics 4 
12. Social services, human services, taking care of retarded children 7 
13. Teaching the deaf, special ed, teaching 7 
14. Health 6 
15. Design, drafting 5 
16. Modeling, secretarial 2 
17. Key punch 2 
18. Secretarial, typing 2 
19. Architect 5 
20. Horticulture, landscaping, farming 8 
21. Construction (welding, electricity) 4 
22. Interior decoration, design, fashion 3 
23. CLU 1 
24. Electro -acoustics 0 
25. Pharmaceutical 0 
26. Commercial sewing 3 
27. Heating, air condi. & refrigeration 4 
28. Insurance claims 1 
Recode Categories 
1. Business 
2. Office 
3. Applied Arts 
4. Trades 
5. Technology 
6. Health 
7. Personal services 
8. Agriculture 
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Recode Question 10 
1 
5 
3 
9 
4 
1 
4 
2 
9 
7 
5 
3 
5 
4 
5 
1 
7 
1 
5 
1 
2 
7 
8 
6 
4 
9 
3 
8 
9 
1 
3 
6 
4 
1 
4 
3 
4 
3 
6 
1 
7 
7 
4 
8 
2 
8 
00. 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
Don't know, not sure 
Bookkeeping, accounting, etc. 
Computer, computer science, programing 
Photography 
Medical profession, pharmacist 
Automotive parts, auto mech., auto body, general motors 
Management, administration, administrative, food management, store management 
Industrial mechanical 
Typing 
Nursing 
Library work 
Electronics (FCC first class license), electrical, technical 
Art, painting, commercial art 
Electronics & graphic arts 
Turf grass 
Data process 
Airlines 
Law enforcement 
Personnel consulting 
Engineering, power plant operational engineering 
Business (related,) banking 
Office work, secretarial 
Teaching skills 
First aid 
Geology 
Sewing 
Nursing home 
Technician music 
Survey courses in humanities 
Med. tech. 
Dept. store sales, merchandising, sales 
Creative writing, writing 
Biology 
Truck driver 
Real estate 
Welding 
Offset printing 
Agri. (farming) 
Media specialist 
Research, analyzing & evaluating info. 
Self-employed business contractor 
Social work 
Consumer problems 
Woodwork 
Flower arrangement 
Business machine, quality & inventory control 
Language arts 
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Recode Categories 
1. Business 
2. Office 
3. Applied Arts 
4. Trades 
5. Technology 
6. Science 
7. Personal Service 
8, Personal Interest 
9. Health 
Recode 
1 
3 
3 
7 
5 
1 
2 
7 
7 
3 
3 
6 
4 
11 
7 
3 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
8 
3 
4 
10 
3 
7 
10 
6 
7 
6 
7 
7 
4 
10 
5 
4 
4 
6 
9 
10 
10 
7 
3 
1 
1 
5 
5 
Question 17 
00. 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
Don't know, many 
Business, general business 
Photography (related) 
Ceramics, pottery 
Bible study, comparative religions 
Nursing, nursing & nursing home 
Bookkeeping, accounting 
Secretarial, office training, office work, shorthand 
Foreign language, Spanish, English, German, language 
Humanities, philosophy 
Cooking, Chinese cooking, food, microwave cooking, cake decorating 
Arts, oil painting, china painting, fine arts, commercial arts 
Interpersonal or human relations, psychology 
Mechanical, mechanical work 
Computer, computer science 
Math, advanced algebra 
Wine tasting/teaching 
Nutrition 
Health, hygiene, health care 
Homemaking, home economics, interior design, crochet,_ macrame 
Handwork silver & leather work,quilting, crafts 
Creative writing, short article writing 
Stained glass work 
Sewing (tailoring) 
Exercise, physical ed., golf, tennis, hang gliding, football, scuba, 
Hobby course 
Woodworking, woodfinishing, carpentry 
Guitar 
Architectural 
History, geneaology,Bgyptology, anthropology, art history 
Music, instrumental music 
Remedial reading, reading 
Current events 
Child development, child psychology 
Meteorology 
Sociology 
Automotive, auto mechanics 
Dancing, dance 
Physical therapy 
Electronics, engineering 
Building trade 
Assertiveness & self-help, personal improvement, creative social classes 
Gardening, horticulture 
Chess & bass drums & piano, advanced bridge , bridge 
Drama & theatre 
Geology 
Speech, public speaking 
Economics 
Labor leadership 
Medical courses, medical records 
X-rays 
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Recede Question 17 (continued) 
6 51. Social services, helping the deaf, social work 
2 52. Typing 
8 53. Parks & recreation, back packing 
9 54. Animal care 
6 55. Education, teaching 
1 56. Managerial, personal management 
4 57. Welding, welding & sculpture 
5 58. Obstetrics & infant care 
4 59. Upholstery & furniture making, furniture refinishing 
7 60. Science, astronomy, outer space 
1 61. Preparing taxes, personal finance, tax structure & investment 
7 62. GED 
5 63. First aid 
5 64. Food service 
6 65. Law enforcement 
4 66. Fixing small appliances, air conditioning & heating & refrigerator, 
basic electricity, home maintenance & improvement 
9 67. Insecticide 
1 68. Real estate 
7 69. International affairs, government community activities 
6 70. Foster care, parent training & child care 
3 71. Journalism, media broadcasting 
3 72. Antiques 
10 73. Recording, multi media 
7 74. Liberal arts 
Recode Categories 
1. Business 
2. Office 
3. Applied Arts 
4. Trades 
5. Health 
6. Personal Services 
7. Academic 
8. Recreation 
9. Agriculture 
10. Music 
11. Computer 
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Question 24 
01. Metro Tech 
02. UNO 
03. UNL 
04. Nebraska School of Health Careers 
05. Creighton 
06. Milford 
07. UNMC 
08. Iowa State 
09. Universal Trade School 
10. Bellevue College 
11. Iowa W. C. College 
12. Midlands (Fremont) 
13. Tech. High 
14. S.W. Community College 
15. High school, OPS adult night 
16. Southeast 
17. Norfolk, Northeast Tech 
18. Wayne State College 
19. Kearney State College (ed. service unit) 
20. UN (Curtis & Grand Island & Lincoln School of Commerce) 
21. Columbus (Platte Tech) 
22. Hastings college 
23, Arlington 
24. Dana College (Blair} 
25. Auburn Univ. 
26.. Curtis Tech. 
27. College of St. Mary 
28. Private company 
29. \,lash. U. at St. Louis 
30. ECPI 
31. U. Mich. (correspondence) 
32. CETA 
33. Wesleyan 
34. Universal Tech. Inst. 
35. ITT 
36. Southern Electrical Institute 
37. OIC 
38. Boys Town 
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Question 31. a 
01. Wants a few bookkeeping courses without math pre-requisite, 
inadequate business/accounting program 
02. Should offer more cooking classes; more advanced cooking 
03. Solar energy (classes) 
04. Upgrade classes, teachers of better quality, help find job after, 
location closer to Fremont, :Lncreas_e PR, adverti_s:;ing 
05. Data processing computer operator, more depth in computer science, 
need computer science at South Campus 
06. More RN & LPN courses at night 
07. 4 year program; degree only 2 year 
08. Offer more vet. sciences, veterinary medicine 
09. Can't finish master's program 
10. Heavier in adult education, offer more courses in high school 
11. No complete program to become an electrician, offer digital electronics 
12. Too much duplication between Univ. of Nebr. & Metro; credits should 
be more interchangeable 
13. Respiratory therapy program is not accredited & it's only offered in 
South Omaha (transferable to Midland),; no respiratory therapy 
14. More night courses; more day courses 
15. More secondary courses 
16. Not enough variety of courses, more technical programs for 18 yr olds 
17. More weaving & other related classes 
18. Basic continuing program for adults, keep them up to date on science & math 
19. Don't offer taxidermy 
20. Cartooning arts, more arts, commercial advertisement fashion and design 
21. Drug or alcohol 
22. More tool & dye 
23. No meteorology 
24. No Real estate classes during the day 
25. Courses on how to live and meet the present needs for the students & 
their communities 
26. More education & less sports 
27. Offer high level courses in education, psychology, counseling, sociology 
28. More basics 
29. Lots of people are interested in dance, should have music & piano 
30. Career vocational courses in high school for junior & senior level 
31. No mech. engr. ; more mechanics 
32. Beginning typing 
33. Career changing 
34. More crafts for house repairs 
35. Microwave cooking & early childhood education 
36. More business & law 
37. Want commercial sewing at Fort Omaha campus 
38. Had bad experience in 1977 with career counseling for herself 
(was given a test in math, didn't help) 
39. Assessment testing 
40. Wonder if any intramural sports 
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Question 33.a 
01. Art 
02. Personal interest 
03. Business 1 business & sociology 
04. Real estate 
05. General classes, schooling & nurses1 aid, GED 
06. Associate degree 
07. Interior design, flower arranging 
08. Counseling 
09. Psych. courses, psy & real estate 
10. Slimnastic & dance 
11. Woodcarving & upholstery 
12. Secretarial 
13. Got 2 year degree 
14. Scuba diving 
15. Education 
16. Career counseling veterans aid 
17. School & a grant 
18. Math 
19. Typing 
20. Mechanics & counseling 
21. Computer programming 
22. Auto mechanics, auto maintenance, body & fender 
23. Construction 
24. Speed reading & comprehension 
25. Tennis 
26. Bookkeeping 
27. Shorthand 
28. Chemistry 
29. Meeting for admissions 
30. Welding 
31. Supervision 
32. Personal finance 
33. EMT 
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